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UN Declaration of the Rights Of The Child

1.1. to affection, love, and understanding.
to adequate nutrition and medical care.
to free education.
to full opportunity for play and recreation.0 to a name and nationality.
to special care, if handicapped.
frto be among the first to receive relief in

times of disaster.
to learn to be a useful member of society

and to develop individual abilities.
to be brought up in a spirit of peace and

universal brotherhood.
to enjoy these rights, regardless of race,

color, sex, rehgion national, or social origin.

3

International Year
of the Child

The United Nations invites you
to renew your concern
for children everywhere .. .
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&knot 1979 has hven proclaimed hv the
United NAions as INTERNATIONAL YEAR
OF THE CHILD. In cihservanc.2, lltgh /
Scope's institutional capabilities nre hong
used to suppon world wide efforts to
improve services to children.
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From the President
2 REOPENING THE CASE FOR PUBLIC PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

David P. Weikart

While a quiet revolution in prt-school programming has been going on, new studies qf
the long-term effects of presdnxil are dem( mstrating the remarkable staying power of
early education experiences that took place almost 20 years ago.

4 PUGET'S THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE: ITS PHILOSOPHICAL CONTM
William Fabricius

Psychologist Jean Pi-aget's influential theory of the "knowing process- has significant
points in common with the Philosophy of thc Itith century German thinker Immanuel
Kant. The author places Kant's revolutionary conclusions about reality and knowledge
in the context of Enlighwrunent and Romantic philosophy, and explores some paral-
lels and divergences bttween the Kantian and Piagetian theories.

14 VIE ECONOMICS OF PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
Robert I ialpern

flow can preschool programs be "costed out..? What are the components of cost? What
is the procedure for calculating the social-economic benefits of preschool? These and
other questions pertinent to international policy are explored in an informative appli-
cation of the "dismal science."

19 FORMAL ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN'S WRITING .

James T. Bond, Lynne T 1or & Robert D. Mat'.

Research underway at High/Scope is examining a range of established and experi-
mental measures of children's writing abilities. One goal is to make possible more
informed selection of writing tests and thereby to support improvement.s in educa-
tional practice since. increasingly. what gets tested deternUnes what gets taught in our
p-uhlic schools,

30 THE ADVANTAGES OF EDUCATIONAL MODELS
Robert I.. Egbert & Margaret E, G. Brisch

There's a special beauty. integrity and utility in early childhood programs derived
from 3 singk pedagogical perspective. These "models- are more likely ti produce
coherent and consistent results than the eclectic vproaches that until recently have
marked the field,

33 COMPUTERS AND EARLY LEARNING
Ikrnard Rano
Tiny, cheap computers and related electronic devices, all "tall ing- to each other, may
have more uses in education by the end of the 20th centun than paper-and-ink.
blackboard -and chalk, A golden age of learning? An age of dehumaniratilin? Or just
business as usual? Educators themselves can cliart the .1 mrse and help shape the
future.

39 PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION AND CHILDREN'S LEARNING
Ann S. Epstein & Judith Evans

ligh/Scope researchers have identified se.vral positive dimensii ins of parent child
interactit , and si)me negmive ines, which predict children's sc-ht )1astic pertoili
Their longitudinal findings point C. the imp( imam 0 inclusion that the moll ci child
relationship both influences and is influenced by children..s early learning stylk

26 A Glimpse of High/Scopc's Home
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Reopening
the Case for
Public Preschool Education

TeHE usu of preschool education to
ameliorate some of the effects of pov-

rty on disadvantaged children has
been a matter of controversy over the past de-
cade. The enthusiastic early supporters of
Head Start promised the doubters in national
policy circles that a summer's program wouid
enable disadvantaged children to -c-atch up"
with their more advantaged peers and enter
kindergarten with them as equals. Caveats
from researchers- and danger signals from
early evaluations of Head Start projects did not
dampen the enthusiasm of the supporters. Not
until the rather gloomy Westinghouse-Ohio
University report was released and received
wide publicity did the early bloom begin to
fade. But in the years since, Head Start and
other programs for disadvantaged preschool-
age children have actually flourished, becom-
ing more sophisticated educationally and in-
creasing their range of services Moving away
from an exlcusive focus on improving chil-
dren's academic performance in the early
grades, these programs have recognized that
there are other legitimate goals of early
intervention improved health and nutrition,
training of paraprofessionals, services to par-
ems, to mention just a few. Programs for
preschool-age children are now expanding.
with more children being served and more
support being generated by policy makers at
all levels,

,h

While this quiet revolution in preschool
programming has been going on, information
on the YaIu t! and impact of prescluml has been
accumulating from a range of studies initiated
in the 1960s and only now becoming available
to the general public and the policy maker.
Three of these studies were recently published
as monographs by the High/Scope Founda-
tion.

ME YPSILANTI PERRY 1'ESCH04.X. PROJECT! PRE

SCHOOL YEARS & LONGITUDINAL RESULTS THROCGII

FOURTH GRADE (Weikart, Bond and McNeil,
1978 ) is a study of the long-term effects of pre-

school education on a group of "high risk" dis-
advantaged children as they progressed
through the early elementary grades. The
study provides solid evidence, grounded in a
rigorous metht)dokNical framework. that pre-
school made a difference in these children's
lives: the impact of the preschool experience
on their school achievement and grade place-
ment, compared to the contkol group, has
been positive and sustained.

THE YPSILANTI PRESCHOOL. CIIRRICIII'M DEMON-

STRATION PROJECT: PRESCHOOL YEARS & LONGIT1D-

INAL RESULT'S (Weikart, Epstein, Schweinhart
and Bond, 1978 ) presents and analyzes data
from an experiment designed to compare the
impact of three programs that represented the
dominant approaches to preschool education
during the late 1960s. The principal findings
were that 1) the programs were equally effec-
tive both during and after preschool. and 2 )
the children's cognitive gains were still being
maintained five years after they entered
elernentary school.

AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE YPSILANTI
PERRY PRESCHOOL PROJECT (Weber, F)swr and
Weikart, 1978 ) is a study of the sc,cial rate of re-
turn (the return to society ) of public invest-
ment in the Perry Preschool Project, The be-
nefits and costs for the experimental group
were compared with those for the control
group in a pioneering extension of the eco-
nomic field of "investigation of human capi-
tal." In the analysis, the economic benefits of
the preschool program were quantified: then.
by comp(ring the casts of the educational pro-
gram with these economic benefits. the rate of
return on the investment was calculated. The
results show that the costs were more than
compensated by the benefits to society, in
terms of 1) less costly education (i.e., less spe-
cial education and institutionaliz.ed care) for
the experimental group, 2 ) higher projected
!ifeti me earnings for this gnwp, and 3 }time re-
leased from childcare responsibilities for the
mothers in this group



Taken as a whole, the High/Scope studies
suggest that public inv:stment in preschool
education is a wise and economically sound
social policy. Fd like to touch briefly now on
some Of the specific policy impliCations of
dk.se very hopeful findings. Two questions in
panicular stand out: Should public monies he
invested in preschixil educatk m? and What can
we learn from these studies about choosing a
curriculum for a preschool program?

Should the public invest in pre-,
school education to improve the long-wrm
opportunities for disadvantaged children?
Based on these studies, the answer is un-
equivocally yes. It appears that public invest-
ment in such programs not only reduces the
costs of schooling for these children later on,
but their projected lifetime earnings are in-
creased; in crude economic terms, the chil-
dren will cost less to equcate and produce
more for themselve.s and society.

Our benetit-cost study indicates that, for
one year of preschool, the reduced costs of
later education alone more than cover the
costs of the program. For two 'ears of pre-
school, the reduced costs of education and the
future increased earnings more than cover the
costs of the investment in preschool. What this
means, in my judgm nt, is that the public is
being negligent in not expanding national
Head Start throughout the counti-y to all dis-
advantaged children with similar pr etest
patterns. State and local education agencies
that presently invest principal sums in
elementary-level compensatory and special
education programs should initiate preschool
programs in cooperation with the national
Head Stan office, the Bureau Education for
the Handicapped, and the Title I Bureau of the
Office of Education. These state and local
agencies could realize monetary savings in the
near future through reduction in high-cost
special educational services.

Obviously such investment in public pre-
school education will not automatically pay
off. The Ypsilanti preschool projects were
closely supervised, quality-controlled efforts.
The data from these projects indicate only
what is possible for disadvantaged children
under such conditions; they do ?rot support
the presumption that any kind of preschool
program, so long as it conforms to govern-
ment regulations, will produce outstanding
long-term results. These cautions are neces-
sary because of the tendency of educators,
parents, and politicians to seek simplistic an.
sWers to complex questions. If the question is,
Can preschool education make a difference in
later school performance? then the answer can
be a simple "yes.- What complicates the issue
is that the Ypsilanti results pertain to a special
situation; insofar as similar conditions can be
introduced elsewhere, similar results can be
obtained.

Is there a single best curriculum for
preschool education? Traditionally, educa-
tors and policy makers have sought the solu-
tion to the problems of education in the
choice of curriculum "How can we find.-
they seem hi have asked, "or how can we de-
vise, the ideal course of study for chiklren?-
But in truth, at least for preschool education,
the selection of a curriculum appears to be
important more for the discipline it brings to
the operation of the project than for the
specific content it provides for children. The
process of selecting or devising a curriculum
forces adults to search out and examine their
own values and beliefs, as they come to grips
with the profound questions facing anyone
who tries seriously to provide the best possi-
ble education tOr children.

High /Scope's Curriculum Demonstratit
ProjeCt showed that three diverse curricula
could be equally effective in improving chil-
dren's academic aptitude and achievement. The
Curriculum Demonstration Project also pro-
vides infOrmatkm about program operations.
and in particular about what actually happens in
the classroom. Observations during this project
demonstrated clear distinctions between
curricula on such varia.,.es as cooperative play
among children, fantasy and imaginative play,
individualized teacher-child interacti( c:im-
petition, extensive (immunities to use =te-
rials, and praise for ma.stering new clIallenges.
Clearly the choice of curriculum will be influ-
enced by adults' valuation of experiences such
as these.

In choosing between several presch(iol
curricula with well articulated gt )als. then, it
isn't a question of row works but of bow it
works. Any curriculum can be made to work
well in terms of standardized aptitude and
achievement tests.

With respect to outcomes broader than
standardized tests. the I 411/Scope studies can
offer only partial information upon which to
base the choice of curriculum. If one (felines
the educational pr()CeSS how children actu-
ally spend their timeas an -outcome- in it
self, however, then (bservational data fr(nn the
Curriculum Demonstratir in Project show that
children in the three programs had very differ-
ent outcomes hy yinue of having very ditlerent
experiences.

The ultimate outeorne of any educational
experience. :iwever. is the kind of adult which
each child becomes, and this is a question drat
must await further longitudinal research. El

,(C) 4Liky
David P. Weikart
President, High Ao
Educational kesealvb
&ululation
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The activity of knowing is no kvi related to
our sense of reality and no less a world-

building activity than the building of
houses.

HAN\A ARIA14
The life qf the M'nd

rommomi
OWAitt) the end of the 18th century,
Immanuel Kant clearly foresaw the
effect he was to have on the epistemo-

debate that had begun with Descartes.
"Hitherto it has been assumed that all our
knowledge must conform to objects. But all
attempts to extend our knowledge of ob-
jects ... have, on this assumption, ended in
failure. We, must therefore make trial whether
we may not have more success... if we s se
that objects mug conform to our knowie,',
(Superscripts denote references at the ei of
the article. ) This turning around of the relai: ri
between the knower and the object to be
known was analogous, he said, to Copernicus'
hypothesis that it was not the sun which moved
around the earth, hut vice versa.

Kant's "Copernican revolution.' in phi-
losophy might not have occurred had he not
been roused from his "dogmatic slumber" by
reading the Scottish philosopher David flume.
It was Hume, the radical empiricist, who
awoke Kant to the failure of both ratitmalism
and empiricism* to explain how our knowl-
edge could conform to objects. We will look
briefly at these two major forces in the modern
European period, and then consider an in-
terpretation of Rousseau's romanticism in
order to set the stage for 1.:int's framewin k and
its relation to Piaget.

Rationalism
Rationalism was encouraged by the suc-

cessful application of mathemati,:s to the physi-
cal sciences of the tittle. The results achieved
by physicists using mathematics to explain
natural phenomena suggested to many Minds
of the rth and 18th centuries that the world as

na whole was ratioal, and that philosophy
could benefit from following the lead of math-
ematics. The philosophies that were devel-
oped on this assumptkin, generally speaking.
were patterned after mathematical systems.
They began with "self-evident" premises,
not derived from experience hut held to be
logically and undeniably true. From these
premises, rationalist philosophers deduced
logically consistent conclusions which they
held to he statements of fact about the world.
The pattern of geometry, with its system of pos.

1 hough it is necess:irs here to gencr,ilize Jhout
philusophic.i1 mu% vntcrits J` though thcv were
holt-tow:nom. s% stems 4t thotiyht, mm shtuld kepl ii
mind thm Any indtvklit.11 thinker Is ynk more ii 1C,N rep
resent.itivei4 the rill ronmcnt in q(JL-.tIc 11

tulates, theorems, corollaries, etc., all forming
a completely consistent, deductive whole, was
a favorite of rationalists.,

Rationalist epistemologv gave the central
role in knowledge to ideas, or concepts. The
mind was often thought tosontain certain "in-
nate ideas," which might range from ideas of
mind and matter to the idea of God. Rat,,nalist
philosophers conceived the mind to be ac-
tively at work in thinking through and puffing
together a more and more complete system of
concepts. The important point in all rationalist
conceptions of innate ideas, however, was th:t
these ideas supposedly expressed how reality
was actually structured. The implicit assump-
tion of all rationalist philosophies was that re-
ality itself is logical, consistent and deductive.

The criterion for the truth of a concept,
then,' was whether or not it was logically im-
plied. In this way the objectivity of knowledge
was assured against "subjective" ideas which
could not he deduced from first premises.
Thus,,in a rationalist philosophy, the structure
of knowledge is to be found preformed in the
categories of deductive logic.

On the basis of their epistemology, la-
t u inalist philosophers couki hold that what
is logically implied must in fact exist. The gen,
eral program, then, was to move from concept
to reality or from what is conceived to he
necessarily true, by virtue of its being either
self evident or deduced from self-evident
ideas. to statements ahinit exis.ing things. An
example of this process is Ow ontological
argument for the existence of God. repeated
in one form or another by more or It:Ns all
rationalist philosophers. In one basic form
the argument runs as tolliiws "I lure the idea
a Perfect Ikaing: it this Being did mit have cx
istence it would not he perfect; therefore, the
Perfect tieing exists."

In all rationalist philosophers we can see
this process of reasoning from idea to exis
mice. In fact, when Descartes, We first of the
modern rationalists. begins his re-thinking of
philosophy he almost immediately establishes
the "clear and distinct- idea as the criterion for
truth; for example, the external world exists
for him Ivcause has al clear and distinct idea
of material things, I.Jter Spinoi.:1 will say -The
order and connection of ideas is the same as
the order and connection of things...2 And
Leihniz will hold that the -clear and distinct"
idea is not only an insight into the necessary
existence of something, hut a 1..o an under-
standing of its being the "hest possible."

What shiiuld he clear trim-) these exail:
ples is the crucial assumption of rationalism:
that the structures of dedtkt lye It gic coincide
with the structures of reality.

Empiricism
11' ration:distil call lie considered an ex-

periment to see how far the model of

HiCit/ S(n't j POR1 5
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mathematics was aPplicable to philosophy,
then empiricism was the experiarnt to see
how fur the model of observati nal and ex-
perimental science could be tpplied to
phil9sophy.3 Whereas rationalist pl losophers
reasoned about the world deductie1v, from
"self-evident" premises, empiricist. took as
their model the new scientific niethd of in-
ductive reasoning from evidence give in ex-
perience. Thus the tendency of emp deism
paralleled the creed of the physical sci quists:
to attempt to generalize and predict On the
basis of observed facts alone, without appeal-
ing to unverifiable conceptions of the way\ real-
ity "mUtit" he, By grounding knowledge only in
what was undeniably observed, the empiricists,
sought to avoid the logical hut highly speCula-
live systems of the rationalists. For all its seen-
tific limitations, the method of systematic ob-
servation and comparison outlined by Fra4cis
Bacon at the beginning of the 17th centUry
exemplified the spirit of "sticking to experi-
ence" that all empiricist epistemologies were
to follow.

Empiricist epistemology gave the central
role in knowledge to sense perceptions.
contrast to the rationalist conception of innate
ideas, the mind was conceived by empiricists
as a tabula raw, devoid of ideas prior to ex-
perience. Empiricist philosophers viewed the
mind as essentially passive in receiving sense
data. Perceptions were held to come directly
from reality, presenting an undistorted picture
of objects and events. The implicit assumption
of empiricist philosophies was that all aspects
of reality are perceptible through the senses.

The criterion of truth for ernpiricists was
verification by experience. In this way they
provided for the objectivity of knowledge
against any subjectivity that might enter as a re-
sult of some distortion or misrepresentation of
information given in the senses. For empiri-
cists, the structure of knowledge existed pre-
formed In the physical structure of reality.

Nevertheless, as a consequence of their
own epistemology, empiricists were forced to
go beyond mere perceived experience at
some point in their explanations of human
knowledge. To one degree or another they all
found it necessary to appeal to something
beyond experience in order to assure the sta-
bility, predictability and 'organization of what
we know from experience. We will refer to this
problem, which became as much an issue for
rationalism as it did for empiricism, as the
problem of accounting for the structural ele-
ments cif knouledge.

The structural elements come into em-
piricist epistemologies in various ways. Even
Bacon, the strict inductionist, had to have some
"fixed laws" to give unity and coherence to the
multiplicity of our experience while almost
in the same breath he insisted that "in nature
nothing really exists besides individual

'kJ 9

hodies."4 Locke continually suggested that
there are "primary qualities" of an object, such
as "extension" or "divisibility," which are not
perceived as such but are necessary in order to
assure the permanence of the object. And
Berkeley, while perfectly willing to abandon
the primary qualities, found it necessary in his
system to appeal to God as the guarantor of the
constancy of our impressions of objects. The
structural ,elements of knowledge are neces-
sary, as the empiricists realized, hut their ex-
planation involved an appeal to something
beyond the verifiable facts of experience
with which empiricism began.

Humes critique of
empiricism and rationalism

The epistemological investigatkins of the
17th and 18th centuries were given urgency
through the great advances made in physk-al
science by Copernicus, Galileo. Kepler and
Newton. The new scientists, when they were
most successful, learned to we methods of
reasoning that included both observation and
the construction of mathematical models. This
was in trot contrast to the dognutism of the
Middle A,ges, and it mimetimes led to confron-
tation, as inthe case. NOWALI!'s, we
tend to assume that we operate on a balance
between specific caSes and generalizAtions or
interpretations, and we find ourselves using
both empiricist and raionalist criteria for de-
ciding what we will accept as true. But the
problem that the new science suggested to cer-
tain philosophers, especially Kant. involved
the epistemological explanation of this new
process of observation and organization. The
rationalist and empiricist explorations of this
process each uncovered problems that flume
was to confront directly.

Hume brought the problems cif empiri-
cism to the surface when be insisted on adher-
ing. come what may, to) the basic empiricist
thesis: since all our knowledge conies from
experience, we cannot claim to know anything
beyond experience. What f fume was implicitly
questioning Was empiricism's ability to :1,:
count for the structural elements of knowl-
edge. We will Intik at the implications Hume
drew from the empiricist thesis for the struc-
tural elements of causality. objects and the self.

Hume reasoned that all we strictly ex-
perience in a causal situation is the conjunc-
tiOn Of IWO events in space and time. Never, he
said. do we experience the "cause" as such, In
watching two hilliard balls, for example, we
see one approach the other and come to a stop
next to it. and then We see the (me that was at
rest begin moving. We say that the first caused
the second to mo we, hut Hume pc iinted out
that there is no specific sense impression of
"cause" that we have experienced.

As regards objects, Hume held that,
strictly speaking, hen we experience what we



commonly call an "object," we experience
only a certain configuration or combination of
sen.se impressions. He reasoned that such a set
of impressions carries with it no assurance of
its necessary structure, nor of the continued
association of those impressions in die form of
a permanent object.

The concept of the self suffers a similar
fate at the hands of Hume's analysis. Our ex-
perience of what we call our "self,- he said,
consists only of the experience of a series of
psychic events such as specific desires, feeI
ings, thoughts, etc. Nowhere, therefore, is
there any specific experience of the underly-
ing self.

Causality, thjects ane, th self, according
to Hume, are not given I.; c.xperience, but
rather are "read into- experience. As such they
cannot be considered aspects of reality, or
existing things. but only subjective contribu-
tions from the mind as the Way the mind tends
to associate and relate experience. We speak of
"cause," for flume, because of the tendency of
our minds to associate contemporaneous
events. And the same applies to "objects-: if we
are repeatedly presented with the same com-
bination of impresskms, we come to eXpeCt
this combination, according It t Hume, without
ever having actu:dly experienced the "object"
behind them.

The effect of Humes analysis was to point
up the problem all empiricists from Bacon to
Berkeley had to face: mere sense perceptions
could not account for all the aspects of knowl-
edge. once it has been shown that all our dis-
tinct perceptions are separate existences,5
then structural elements such :Ls causality,
permanent objects and the unity of the knower
must be liWated somewhere else than in sense
perceptit ins. But empiricist epistemology did
ni define any such kwatioti which v..)uld not
involve the activity of the mind in "reading
into- experience potentially subjective ideas
and interpretations. Thus it appeared that the
enlpiricists had been too quick to assume that
the structural elements of knowledge existed
in reality and were perceptible.

Hume was even more concerned to point
up the problems that rationalist philosophers
must face. His critique of rationalism was one
of the most pi iinted and showed how rational,
ism, too, failed to account for the structural
elements of knowledge,

Hume identified the basic rationalist
problem aS the attempt to logically deduce
knowledge about existence. The proper place
for logical deduction frimi first premises, he
said, is mathematics, but even mathematical
propositions, while true in themselves, do not
give us factual informat km ah(nu the world.
For example, the statement "All triangles have
three sides- tells us something true about
triangles, hut it di ws not, and cannot, tell us
that in fact there are any triangles. Hume

applied this line of relisoning to the k mtologi
cal argument for the existence of ChLi. It is im-
possible, he held, to argue validcy from the
idea of God to the necessary existence of God.
For flume, necessity carried a logical force,
but not anexigential one. In the realm of logic,
he pointed out, the contrary of a necessary
proposition is impossible, while in the -calm
of existence the contrary is alway.s possible.
Thus we must speak only of the contingency
and not the necessity of existence, Humes an-
swer to the imtological argument, then, is that
God is either an idea that is necessary or a
being that is contingent. And this critique he
applied to all the propositions about reality
deduced by the rationalists.

The effect of Hume's critique was to show
that the structural elem..mts of knowledge for
rationalism, i.e., the categories of deductive
logic, could not he applied to reality. Thus the
rationalists, too, had been naive in their initial
assumption that the Istructural. e.ements of
knowledge were logical and could exist in
reality.

Hume's critique made sense to Kant, who
was himself bothered by the fact that the
rationalist systems, each one purporting to be
logically deduced from self-evident premises,
were not in fact prohibited from contradicting
each other. And while Hume's empiricistic
analysis helped awaken Kant from his "dogma-
tic slumber- within rationalism, it also showed
him the failure of empiricism. Kant summed
up the situation when he said: "Percepts with-
out concepts are blind [his characterization of
empiricism]: concepts without percepts are
empty this characterization of rationalism

The impasse had been created by both
schools of thi night sharing the assumption, as
Kant pointed out. that our knowledge must he
made to conform to objects. This assumption,
however, stemmed fri,mi a more fundamei
assumption of the 1.-th and 18th centuries
that reality exists in two layers, subject and ob-
ject. This means that reality is composed of an
external realm of objects and events that stands
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apart from an internal realm of the subject, or
one's state of knowledge, consciousness, etc.

The problem tor epistemology on this
basis was to show how knowledge could be
founded on the object when the object is out-
side of the sub'.x-t. Whether the "object" were
the rational structure of reahty or physical
bodies and their predictable behavior,
ratkmalists and empiricists attempted to ex-
plain how the subject could "go outside itself
to know the object. This unlikely situation
necessitated finding some part of the subject
which could step away from the rest of the sub-
ject's life and "read otT," as it were, the struc-
tural elements of knowledge contained in the
object. We have seen the failure of both per-
cepts and concepts when they are required to
perform such a task of making our knowledge
conform to objects. Essentially, rationalism
and empiricism were never able to explain
how the strUctural elements of knowledge
could exist in the object and be knowable.
Thus the conclusion seemed to he either that
knowledge was not possible, or that the struc-
tural elements of knowledge could not he lo-
cared within the objective realm.

(Mx lual elements
are legical)

vs.

Eiviridsin
toructutaldemeni

acPercePdbit)
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Rousseau's
subjective reference

Why had rationalkm and empiricism both
assumed that the structural elements of
knowledge had to he located in the object?
This was the common ground on which they
stood: knowing had to be grounded in a refer-
ence to the object, whether the structural ele-
ments were perceptible or logical. This was
simply unquestioned up through the middle
of the 18th century. The subject and object
faced each other across a gap, which meant
that any ideas or opinions not derived from the
object could only be subjective and uncertain.
The divergent paths taken by rationalism and
empiricism only serve to show theit common
starting point: that an explanation of knowl-
edge must begin with an objective reference.

The genius of Jean Jacques ..ousseau lay
largely in his insight that the structural die-

4444+

ments of knowledge need not Ix! located so
remotely from the subject. Although strictly
epistemological questions are not usaly con-
sidered to have been his primary collect- 11, it
can be seen that his philosophy offered a radi-
cally new pyrspective on kuowledge. Rous-
seau was able to ground knowing in a subjec-
tive reference.

In order to begin to see what this means
we need to take a brief look at the impassioned
plea Rousseau makes tOr trusting the immedi-
acy of our feelings as against any approat.h that
would lead us "out uf ourselves'. toward the
object:

Although all %air ideas trinn with
out. th feelings hV wht.h the% are Wvighvd arc
within us....

'to exist guar teeling undouht.
edly earlier than our imelligelh..e. and we hatt
teehngs before we had ideas.. 11 the lirst
beams lit judgment klaitk' LIN and l'ilnllaS(' nk.
011ieC1N We let us Wall 1.111d I WI' .41.01

h)!I 14hoid uhictis has
already showed them to us let u he eon
tent with the tif,4I teelings we experience in

Ili rsel% Illic ..C1cItCy .11W at hviiip 11aL'k

cht:%(', Unit's*, ii has led us astraN

Rousseau had discovered that our km iw
ing seemed to have its foundation in a primary.
natwal process governed lw our feelings. The
fact that our deepest Wings appeared u;
naturally acquired and universally present
all societies was for him sufficient reason to
make feelings the k cus for the structural ele-
ments c;f knowledge. "... ft is enough to lead
you to distinguish between our acquired ideas
and our natural feelings," he says.' As a result,
there was no longer iwed to analyze or to
prove how the structural elements could be
available to us fritm the object. For Rousseau,
Are have only to !chili within to find them al-
ready therem

Nowhere is Rousse:W.64 subjective refer-
ence more apparent than midway through
Emile, where he inquires about what he can
know with certainty. This arises when Rous-
seau is considering Emile's religious educa-
tion, and the inquiry is set in the words of an
exiled Savoyard priest whom Rousseau claims
to have known many years before. The priest's
creed is Rousseau's, and in an undertaking
reminiscent of Descartes, he begins hy first es-
tablishing his own existence. In some way
even his method is Nimilar to that of the great
rationalist, since he begins with universal
doubt and a resolution to admit only that
which he cannot refuse to believe. Vet his cri-
terion is entirely his own: there are no logical
prook for what he fork. Consider Only his evi-
dence for the existence of God: "I see God
everywhere in his works: I feel him within my-
self. -9 So Much then for all the rationalist
-proofs- of the existence of Gc)d and for the
empiricist denials! The logical and perceptual
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devices employed in the service of he ob-
jective r4erence liecome unnecessary with
Rousseau. As he puts it: "Thank Heaven we
have now got rid of all that alarming show of
philasophy e have found a...surer guide
through this vast labyrimh of human
thought.""

Feelings for Rousseau cover a wide range
of human experience. Indeed, at times in his
discussion a reader might wonder about their
precise definition. Feelings include sense ex-
periences that we continuously and passively
receive: from withoutil ' they also include in-
nate -decrees of conscience" by which we
"weigh" our ideas and "perceive fitness or un-
fitness of things in relation to ours-Ives, which
leads us to seek or shun these things.'12 These
laaer Rousseau identifies as self-love, fear,
pain, the dread of death, the desire for cont-
ain, as well as k-elings that lead man to form
societies.

in addition lc these empirical and social
functions, feelings for Rousseau also serve a
metaphysical functkm. as we have seen in the
case of the Savoyard priest. It is the certainty of
his feelings that convinces Rousseau of the fol-
lowing principles: his own existence, the exis-
tence of the universe the capacity of his mind
to judge. the necessity for a first cause, and the
existence of God.' And filially, Rousseau con-
siders that we are capable of forming "ideas.-
which he defines as active judgments or corn-
paristms that we chiwse to make about our
sense expehences." Such ideas are not given
in sense experience, for "to see two timings at
once is not to see their relations nor to judge of
their differences, to perceive several objects
...is not to relate them ....These comparative
ide.is4reawr, smaller. together with number
ideas of une, two, etc., are certainly not sensa-
dims, although my mind only produces them
when my sensations occur:15 Active judg-
ments thus differ from passively received sen-
sations, but although the latter are feelings for
Rousseau, he seems to class6 the former as
feelings also. at least in some respects."

The fact that kvlings can serve empirical.
social. metaphysical and even judgmental
functions shows their relevance to manv.of the
things we might claim to know. By contrast, the
structural elements of knowledge for
rationalists and empiricists were located in
mental activities that had more restricted
ranges of application. Their concern with pro-
viding a reliable "link" to the object was
prompted, as we saw, ,hy the rise of scientific
knowledge and its apparent ability to ap.
prehend objects. Yet their overriding concern
with the object resulted in either limited per-
ceptual knowledge or justifications of state-
ments about ultinrate reality. Neither approach
gave a unified picture of the inductive and de-
duct;ve processes by which science pro-
gresses. or a more general account of our

knowing processes in everyday experience. ln
that light, Rousseau's emphasis on feelings can
be seen as a concern more with the knowing
process thAn with the objects of k n owledge.- By
focusing directly on the process, he was able to
.uncover more of its range and complexity.

The structural elements of knowledge for-
Rousseau are grounded in this natural, ongo-
ing process of knowing, or, as he puts it, in our
feelings. As a result, the subject has an ex-
panded role to play in knowledge by becom-
ing the reference point fiir determining truth
or falsity. That role had belonged ultimately to
objective reality for rationalism and empiri-
cism. This aspect of Rousseau's subjective
reference will influence Kant, in the sense
that Kant will continue to define the role the
subject plays in knowledge.

Rousseau never meant to suggest, how-
ever, that becallSe the structural elements of
knowledge exist within atesubject they aren't
reflected in the objective re:dm. He agreed
with all epistemologies within the subject-
object framework that truth was ultimately in
things and that knowledge had to conform to
objects. But he went on to assume that our
natural feelings coincided with the structure of
things in reality.

An obvious problem comes in when ap-
plying these structural elements to the objec-
tive. re-alm by assuming that what the subject
feels does in fact exist.The feeling that some-
thing exists is not the same as that thing actu-
ally existing. To paraphrase Hume we might
say: the feeling mar exist, while the thing may
very well not. Rousseau evidently had no trou-
ble reconciling his feelings about motion with
Newton's discoven. of the laws of gravitation.
hut one can't help wondering how lie would
feel about some of the nonclassk-al formula-
tions of Heisenberg or Einstein. Physical sci-
ence today leads us anywhere hut back to the
-first feelings we experience in ourselves.- if
Rousseau were to answer as expected that such
things did mit directly cimcern his life and
therefore he w(nildn't trouble himself with
them, we c nil U then question luiw useful his
epistermikigy could be. it is true that i'finisseau
meant to have more impait on ethics than on
episternol()gy. but even here' ihere is eli nibm
about how "sure." a guide. k.elings can always

ln Rousseau's ideal state, for example, he
admits.that there will be time. when inch-
vidUals will disagree alitnit the general go(xl
:ind some will need to he cm wrced into agree-
ment. For all his insistence th:u feelings Can
give Us objective knowledge. Rciusseads posi-
lion is bv its very Witire Ellen to the charge
of suhjectivism.

Rousseau's ideas 3b(mt the kwation of the
structural elements of knowledge took place
within the subject ohject framework and
were guided by the. fundamental assunipticm
that knowledge had to oink irm to objects. The
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subjective reference of flousseau's romanti-
cism, along with !he objective reference of
rationalism ..ndr- empiricism, represented the
gamut of possible positioas that could be taken
to explain knowledge. In essence, these posi-
tions located the structural elemenes of know-
ledge within, respectively, either the realm of
the subject or the realm of the object.

The problem for epistemology within this
framework was how the structural elements of
knowledge could by shared by the subject and
objects. Whether the structural elements were
in the subject or in the object, they had to in-
teract with the other realm during experience
and knowing: the subje.ct must grasp what the
object contains. or the object must corroborate
what is within the subject. This situation neces-
sitated some explanation of how the duality
could bc bridged, yet within this framework
no viable solution to the problem had been
found. Neither the subjeCtive nor the objective
reference was able to explain how the struc-
tural elements of knowledge could be located
independently within one realm and then in-
teract with the other during experience. The
conclusion seemed to be either that know-
ledge was not possible, or that the structural
elements could not be located independently
in either the subject or the object.

vs.
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Kant's phenomenal realm
Why had empiricists, rationalists and

romantics all assumed that the structural ele-
ments of knowledge had to be located in either
one realm or the other? Regardless of their dif-
ferences, this was the common ground on
which they all stood. Descartes had discerned
the two levels of reality which existed inde-
pendently of one another, and there seemed to
he no other place to locate the structural ele-
ments of knowledge.

The effect of Immanuel Kant's philosophy
was to disclose a new level of reality. Between'

the subject and the object, he opened up a new
realm that of the phenomenon. He did this
by concenrating on how the object appeared
to the subject. Once he took this perspective,
he was able to postulate that the structural
elements of knowledge were located neithtr
in the subject nor in the object alone, hut in the
phenomenal realm, where their function
would be predsely to interact between subject
and object in experience. The structural ele-
ments of knowledge, for Kant, were actual
mental structures which organize our experi-
ence, and the phenomenal realm is defined by
those structures. His stepping out of two-
layered reality freed Kant from having to
assume that our knowledge must conform to
objects. From now on objects will conform to
the structural elements of knowledge located
in the phenomenal realm.

An analogy can serve to show what Kant
meant by the phenomenal realm. I.et us sup-
pose that a man goes to a gravel pit to get small
stones for his driveway..Before he arrives, a
screen with holes 1/4-inch in diameter has been
used to separate out the smallest stones, which
then have been put in a pile off to one side. A.s
he approaches the pile he examines it briefly.
Any 'one of a number of thoughts about- the
sizes of the stones might cross his mind before'
he plunges his shovel int the pile. He might
reason inductively from the stones he can see,
;ike a good empiricist, and conclude that the
rest must be that size, or he might think there is
sonie logic inherent in the pile being
homogeneous if he is more of a rationalist. On
the other hand, if he is a romantic he may go on
his immediate feeling that this is the right pile
and not have to think about it at all. In any of
these cases, however, we could say that he had
neglected the structuring function of the
screen, and that his certainty would he hest
assured if he knew the role the screen had
played in organizing tiis experience, so to
,speale

The screen, then, is analogous to the
phenomenal realm, where the structure of the
mind gives certain forms to our experience. in
this case, the "structural element of know-
ledge" is the 1/4-inch diameter, and we can see
both the new location Kant defines for struc-
tural elements and their inherently interactive
role in experience. Before Kant, nothing like
this had been conceived. Indeed, it hadbeen
the purpose of epistemology to explain how
the subject did not interfere with the object
when coming to know it. Until Kant, only "sub-
jective- ideas could result if the mind added
anything to the object. But Kant proposed that
this is in fact what always happens, and that it
is the universality of what the mind does to
construct phenomena that gives knowledge its
objectivity.

Our experience, Kant said in h:s Critique
of Pure Reason, is alwitys in the form of objects
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because our minds have the structures of
space and time. All of our perceptions of things
are structured by the mind spatially and tem-
porally into the form of objects. Thus Kant ac-
cepted Hume's thesis that we never experi-
ence what conjoins the percepts of "red" and
"spherical", but he went beyond Hume to lo-
cate our knowledge of "ball" in the mind's
structures of space and time.

Similarly, Kant showed that there are cer-
tain concepts, or categories, that will always
apply to our experience. Once objects are per-
ceived in space and time, they are then under-
stood through the mind's structures of quan-
tity, quality, relation and modality. These
categories give our understanding certain
necessary forms:

I. Of Quantity
Unity (judgment of "one")
Pluraliw (judgment of "many")
Totality (judgment of "all")

II. Of Quality
Reality (affirmative judgment)
Negation ( negative judgment)
Limitation (infinitive judgment )

IIL Of Relation
Substance and Property (categorical
judgment of "all, none")
Causality and Dependence ( hypothetical
judgment of "if, then")
Community and liedprocity (disjunctive
judgment of "either, or")

IV. Of Modality
Pc. .4ibility/Impossibility
Existence/Non-existence
Necessity/Contingency

Construetivism:
Kant and Piaget

To borrow a term from Piaget, our ex-
perience is "assimilated" to the fOrms of space
and time and to the categories of the under-
standing. Both Kant and Piaget give mental

structures this central role in knowledge, and
there are some parallels between them that
can be drawn. Both locate the object concept
in the mind's structureKant through the
forms of space and time, and Piaget through
the schemes of coordination of the infant's ac-
tions which culminate in the scheme of the
permanent object. The intifilectual operations
that the child develops later, in Piaget's theory,
are also analogous to Kant's categories of un-
derstanding, since they provide the relations
among things we use in our understanding of
the world. The mind contains these suuctures
as ordering principles which can only begin to
be recognized after they are applied to what is
given in experience;'7 in this sense, both Kant
and Piaget elaborate the unconscious ele-
ments in cognition.*

Whereas the mind is active, according to
the rationalists, in deducing concepts from
other concepts, and ispassive, according to the
empiricists, in receiving sense data, for Kant
and Piaget mental structures must interact
with sense data for there to be knowledge. The
mind is not capable of knowing things beyond
experience, nor is it merely a passive, empty
receptacle kir "contacts with experience and
the luminous modifications due to the envi-
ronment. ' The interactive role of the struc-,
tural elements of knowledge signals their con.
structive function in ordering and synthesizing
what is given through the senses. The assump
tion for both Kant and Piaget is that reality is
conctructed to become the phenomena we
experience.

Yet there is still a common ground which
Kant shares with his predeceors and which
distinguishes Piaget from him. Kant had
searched for the a priori elements of know-
ledge, for those things which could he known
pdor to experience and which would not be
contradicted by later experience. It was a cred,
it to his genius that he was able to locate such
elements within experience and not have
them he dependent on it. He did this by show-
ing how the phenomenal realm is actually a
precondition for our having any experiences
at all. But why had Kant been so concerned
with a priori knowledge? One had to be at the
time. Whereas the idea of a subject-ohjeo real-
ity went hack as far as Descartes, the idea of
truth being unaffected by time went back to
Plato. Kant, as much as anyone before him, had
as his most basic assumptiion an atemporal
idea of truth.

Already during Kant's time, this assump-
tion of the atemporality of truth was hying
challenged by the rise of historical thinking
that is, by an awareness of historical change,
which suggested ideas of development and
progression. We can see in Piaget's epistemo-

'Cf. Robert "Opurmivny .Ind I. C:uginti% e I
COnNCIOUS... in //iON/0, Report 199 .'6
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logy an incorporation of that influence. His no-
(ions of accommodation and equilibration,
which are foreign to Kant's a priori forms and
categories, make Piaget's a more dynamic
theory of knowledge in that it postulates men-
tal stryctures which develop over time. Piaget

thus goes beyond Kant when he describes his
genetic epistemology as "a solution to the
problem of development which redi es to
neither an empirical process of discovery of a
ready-made' external reality, [which can he
taken as a characterization of the subjectrx-
objective reference I nor to a procem of pre-
formation or predeterminatkm (ci priori ),
which would also mean believing that every-
thing is ready-made from the beginning
[which can he taken as a characterization of the
phenomenal reference). We believe truth lies
between these two extremes, that is, in a con-
struction which expresses the manner in
which new .structures are constantly being
elaborated.- 1"

What does this do for truth and objectiv-
ity? Piaget avoids stating that at some point in
time they are reached conclusively; instead,
objectivity "in no way is an initial propert), as
the empiricists would have it, and it conquest
involves a series of successive constructs
which :!pproximate it more and mote
ciosely.-2° Time enters Piagees epistemology
in the sense that truth and objectivity are not
"ready-made- prior to the mind's constructive
activity in experience. As further psychological
research explores the temporal process of this

listiontalissn
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construction, modern epistemology must deal
with the issue of temporality to understand
Why it is a necess:::y factor in our knowledge.
Yet both psychologists and epistemologists are
circumscribed by the common ground that
Piaget in the end shares with Kant: within the
phenomenal realm.our scientific as well as our
everyday knowledge cannot hope to reach
beyond the mental structures on which it is
founded, to grasp the ultimate nature of
reality,
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The Economics of Preschool Education
by Robert Halpern

s-ritom; argument can be made
Ai,n favor of investment of pub-

lic monies in early child-
hood education, / irfe that is especially
attractive to soc" I and educational re-
formers. The()rktically, and over a long
period of tinie, planners and policy
makers could look forward to in
creased equity and educational oppor-
tunity for poor children, greater effi-
ciency of the educational sv,stem
through decreased wastage, optimal
devekipment of human resources. anLl
increased productivity for society.
While many of these hypothetical be-
nefits are beginning to be explored in
the literature, several key programma-
tic issues remain. unexplored. There is
evkience, for example, that programs
in developing countries designed to
increase or modify cognitive capabili-
ties of young children are not likely to
lead to substantial redistribution of oc-
cupational and Other opportunity in
later years (albeit for many noneduca-
tional reasons). Should efforts, then, be
directed more toward parents? Should
early childhood programs be tied in to
other community programs? It is
through the family and the immediate
'environment that the child acquires at-
titudes towards work, a sense of self,
and achievement potential; these fac-
tors appear to account for a larger
proportion of the association between
educational and economic attaiment
than cognitive ability per se; hut many
current early childhood programs do
not involvy families in any significant
way. It is dear, then, that once a deci-
sion to invest in preschool eduqtion is
made, a number of further decisions
with impoctant economic and social
consequence.; remain. This article will
attempt to establish an economic frame
of reference for such decisions.
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Costing Out
Preschool Programs

The decision whether to invest in
preschool education and what kind of
investment to make can he arrived at in
part through an examination of costs
and benefits. A number of kinds of cost
analysis are possible, depending on the
information needs of the planner, pol-
icy maker, or administrator, Policy
makers -may want to choose between
alternative investments based on their
efficacy in helping achieve a set of
socioeconomic goals, or on their rate
of economic return to society. They
may want to discover the least-cost
strategy capable of producing certain
effects. They may need information on
which combination of inputs Gin most
efficiently achieve a certain effect. They
may want to know the costs of particu-
lar program components.

The various reasons for doing cost
analyses are reflected in the four most
common types of analysis usually
undertaken. These are cost-effec-
tiveness analysis, cost-efficiency anal-
ysis, cost-benefit analysis, and cost
utility analysis.

In cosleffectivene&s analysis, dif-
ferent programs with the same or simi-

lar goals are compared, with the pur-
pose of finding the least-cost method of
providing a service that accomplishes
these goals. In conducting cost-
effectiveness studies, one must take
care that not only broad goals but
specific desired outcomes as well as the
kind and quamity of inputs are similar
between prowams, or comparisons
lose their mean ing.

Cost-efficiency analyses are usu-
ally conducted to find the most efficient,
cc imhinatk m of inputs leading to a par-
ticular set of outcomes. Once a least-
cost pi ogram strategy has been
selected, a least-cost internal manage-
nwnt strategy is needed. Such program
components as personnel combina-
tions, duration of treatment and daily
hours, materials, curriculum. and
target population can biranipulated
so that optimal use of all is ensur

In theory, cost-efficiency analysis
should he'going on continuously in any
program. Historically, however. -cost
consciousness has been very low
among educators in general and early
childhood educators in particular. Also,
it is ofien difficult to modify or elimi-
nate program elements Imind to be in-
efficient (especially if these elements
involve professional persimnel ). But

WEIGHING THE GAIN & LOSS

Particularly in social programs and regulation. "economic rationalism
has increasingly moved this Administration trom its party's tradition of more
spending and more regulatiCin to a. casc-by-ca.se approach that weighs the so-
cial good against the economic loss, and often means spending or regulating
less. "Will it cost more than it saves- has replaced at least in part -flow can we
do more stvial good- as a policy ieterininant .The prliponents of the new
methodology have been remarkably successful in extending concepts once
the province of economists only. (Steven Rattner in The Neu. York limes
Week in &lieu-. August 6. 197)



Economic theory indicates that, in general, one should continue to Wrest in a particular opponunity
aw long as it continues to yield better returns than alternatives. This "rule" gfresource allocatiwt applicw
also to education. Thohoh education at uhatei,er letel is a conzplev social process, and there/bre difficult
to quantin, for economic purpuses in a world uhere resources are scarce it Ls clearly valid to look at goals,
proces.Nes and returns and cow that education , like any other sector of society, mua ansuer to econtiMiC

reality In this article, economic considerations pertaining to preschool education are eAplored in order
to tiablish a frameuYffkfbrfuture economic analyses and S west the mostfruitful directions.for them.

given the budgetary constraints lacing
many early childhood education pro-
grams and the great number of chit-
dren in need of services, both in the
advanced industrial societies and in
the developing world, it seems logical
that economic efficiency would he a
centrtil criterion for investment in
early chikiliciod education.

Ow-benefit anakses are usually
conducted to find out the net value
(benefits minus costs ) to the individual
child or to society of a particular in-
vestment in preschool education. 01
concern in such analyses are the eco-
nomically quantifiable costs and ben-
efits. Economists have done mudi bet-
ter in quantifying the costs, and while
they acknowledge that unquantifiahle
henefits.should he included in the
cost-benefit picture, these benefits are
usually left Out of that picture.

just as the decision regarding what
to include as components of cost can
change the cost picture radically, so can
the decision regarding what to include
as benefits. In early childhood pro
grams especially, the majority of hen
efits are not only difficult to quantitV
but often become tangible only in the
long term. Nonetheless, cost-benefit
analysis will pmbably become one of
the major tpols used hy policy makers
and planners in deciding whether to
consider early childhood education as
One investment option among many in
social development strategies.

One of the least expkwed, but po-
tentially most valuable, cost analysis
strategies for early childhood educa-
tion is the.costutaity analysis. In such
analyses various outputs nutrition,
health, education, for parents, for
childrenare value-weighted accord-
ing tO whatever criteria the evaluator
chooses. Total output, usually in the

Tni of points, is then divided hy costs.
Thus, two multiple intervention pro-
jects could he compared for their ef-
fectiyeness as primarily educational
programs with secondary nutritional
components, or as nutritional and ed-
ucational interventions. Using such
analyses, two projects that cost the
same hut have different objectives or
emphases can be compared according
to their effectiveness in meeting prior-
itv needs of Young children and
families in a particular setting; outputs
would be weighted to correspond to
the priority needs identified.

Once an analyst is aware of the
purpose of a particular cost analysis, it
is posSihle to select the type of analysis
that is most feasible and most useful. It
is dangerous to do cc)st comparisons of
two or more early childhood programs
without taking into account the nature
and extent ot inputs and outputs froni
the programs. Preschool education
programs can have yery different ob-
jectives, use very different combina-
tions of inputs, and he providing verv
different kinds (it. services. In any case,
tilt: cost criterion is ()lily one among a
number of types of criteria necessary
fon- infomned decisicm-rnaking.

An important, hut sometimes ig-
nored, aspect of costing out preschool
program4is the difference between
budgetary eVenclittires and total pro-
gram costs, The former represent only
the money costs to the agency under-
taking a program. The latter repre.sent
the economic resources of A society
expended in the process. The differ
encl.' between the two represents the
-social cost- of a program. A close ex-
amination of total costs often entails
giving some value to opportunity- costs
and costs of donated including volun-
teer ) services and goods.

The Components of Cast

In order to cam out cost analyses
of preschool education programs, it is
essential to know the components of
cost of these programs. Depending
upon the elements included in a cost
analysis, the total cost of a prOgram can
vary by SO to 75 percent. In addition to
components such as ad m in ist rat ive
overhead, physical plant costs, and
supplementary services, some of which
can he -hidden- or joint costs, there are
often costs to society, social costs, that
are very difficult to ferret out. Without
standardized costing procedures,
comparative examinations of different
programs can he misleading.

The most commonly used cost dis-
tinctions are between fixed and vari-
able Costs and between capital and
operating costs. Fi.ved casts, such as
start-up or program preparation costs,
do not vary with the number of chil-
dren or parents svryed, classrooms,
teachers, cif other elements. Variable
copqs, such as physical plant, teacher
wages, materials, and training, vary
with the number of recipients. capual
(..ostA. are usually one-time investments
with a multi year use. Operating cactS
are those costs that are recurrent from
year to year. such as salaries, mainte-
nance, and utilities.

Marginal costs, the increased cost
per unit of expanding a program
beyond size x, are particularly perti-
nent to early childhood education
programs in Latin America, since most
of these programs are relatively small
in size and recent in inceptiiin. This
suggests that manv of the observed
costs IllaV decline over t ijiic as adminis,-
trative procedures heomie routinized,
econOrnies of scale are attained, and
policies become more consistent.
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Nonetheless, although economies of
scale can generally be seen to operate
for overall program size, it is not so
clear that they operate in terms of
center size. Evidence from Chile, for
example, indicates that in some cases
larger centers cost more per child.

Other major cost categories often
considered are joint costs, "hidden"
costs, and opportunity costsloint costs
are those incurred with other pro-
grams or sectors. Hidden costs are
those stemming from "free" use of ser-
vices, goods, or physical plant; al-
Though this use may be free for the
program, it is generally a cost to some
other agency or individual. Opportun-
it are those incurred by anyone
involved with the program child,
parent, or staffwho can be said to be
forgoing income because of involVe-
ment in the program; opportunity costs
.are not always easy to determine, espe-
cially for staff who are earning less
than the minimum wage or may not be
able to find employment elsewhere
at the minimum wage.

Once total prograM casts are es-
timated they can be divided by the
number of recipients to arrive at per-
unit costs. Also, per-staff, per-plant,
per-administrator, and related unit
costs can be calculated. Most important
to note is that this costing procedure '
can be carried out either at the pro-
gram level in which case a number of
individual centers with varying costs
per center are averaged out in terms of
cost or at the center level. Both kinds
of data are valuable for economic
decision-making.

'Analyzing Benefits
While costing out preschool pro-

grams involves,judgment of which
components to include and how to
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value social costs, the costing process is
very straightforward compared to
analyzing benefits. Education in gen-
eral, and preschool education in par-
ticular, is a complex social process
yielding complex products, many of
which are vet-y difficult to quantify in
economic terms. Yet in spite of this fact,
for purposes of allocation of scarce
public resources, "the economic rate of
return is the only criterion which is
comparable across all sectors of tht
economy (Roger Grawe). Thus,
for purposes of informed decision-
making, the calculation of benefits
whenever and wherever possible is
both useful and necessary.

In general, benefits from educa-
tion are said to accrue to individuals
and to society. With respect to early
childhood education, a number of the
social benefits do.. nor appear until
many years in the future, and there is
not only a judgmental element in their
e'alculation but a projective, hypotheti-
cat element.

Benefits to individuals are gen-
erally seen to accrue to the child par-
ticipating, to parents, and to siblings.
The measure of benefits to each of the
first two depends on the program
focus. Those accruing to siblings ap-

pear in the form of spinoffs from
changes in parental knowledge and
behavior..

Whenever programs focus on ser-
vices to disadvantaged children of pre-
school age there is a long chain of
impact to be measured. In the poorer
nations especially, immediate physical
welfare (health and nutritional status)
is improved. The chikrs ability and in-
centive to absorb schooling is generally
enhanced. Ultimately, as a result of bet-
ter health and better education, the
child's future earnings are increased)
(The latter is closely related to in-
creased productivity, a benefit usually
considered to accrue to society.)

Calculating the differential earn-
ings of the participating and nonpar-
ticipating child over the long run re-
quires consideration of a number of
economic factors, among them annual
inflation rates (since the dollar re-
ceived in the future is less valuable than
one received today, future wins must
he discounted), employment oppor-
tunities, salaries in various professions,

'Cf. An Economic Analysis of the Ypsilanti
Perri, Procbool Project, by C. C. Wcher et al.
Monographs of the U4;11/5c-opt! Educational Re.
search Foundation. No, 5. 1978.

KEEPING A BALANCED VIEW

Certainly a higher internal rate of return would make the project eco-
nomically more attractive. There are, however, other criteria (besides strictly
economic considerations) for undertaking a sodal investment. Otto Eckstein
has put the case well: "I do not believe that ail invegments should pass a nar-
row test of urban efficiency. Programs of human investment and of urban re-
construction have important social and redistributive goals which justify some
sacrifice of economic efficiency.- (from An Economic Analysis of the
)'psilanti Peny Preschool Project, by C.U. Weber et al.. Monographs of the
High/Scope Foundation No. 5)



and changes in the structure of the
economy. In the developing countries
many of these factors are not stable in
their pattern of change over time, and
this fact n aks calculation of earnings
10, 20, or 30 years in the future very
risky.

The benefit usually attributed to
mothers is liberated time in which to
work. How this benefit is calculated
depends on a number of factors:
whether or not the job she acquires is at
the expense of another person or of
her responsibility to care for other
children in the home, the,type of job,
the fact that she may already have a job
when her child enrolls in the program,
and the number of hours freed each
day for work.

For both the child participating
and the mother there are a number of
less tangible benefits attitudinal, be-
havioral, knowledge-related that af-

L'S "

fect personal and family satisfaction,
ability to take advantage of future op-
portunities, and other aspects of life.
While it is clearly important to consider
these benefits when examining the
cost-benefit picture, they generally
cannot be quantified. Benefits accruing
to siblings are also difficult to quantify.

For home-baied programs in
which program staff work directly with
parents, the combination of benefits
accruing to mothers and children
would obviously be different.Not only
would "liberated time of the mother"
riot be a benefit, but mother's time con-
tribution might be seen as an oppor-
tunity cost. And since the educational
program for the child might be more
indirect, it would be more difficult to
quantify.

One benefit to individuals not
usually considered in cost-benefit
analyses of early childhood and pri-

mary educational programs is the re-
distribution of government services
and resources. While increased future
earnings for parficipating children may
imply a measure of income redistribu-
tion in thefuturt, in favor of these chil-
dren, the present redistribution of so-
ciety's resources to early childhood
programs for poor children can be
seen 'as a benefit. This is especially true
when resources from general social-
sector activities not specifically
targeted to .poor families are diverted
to early intervention programs de-
signed for these families.

A number of social benefits rnay
he postulated to emerge from early
childhood education programs tar-
geted to disadvantaged children,
One is increased productivity of par-
ticipating children due to improved
chances to enter the labor force. A sec-
ond is greater efficienq in the primary
education system due to lower levels of
repeating and dropping out. A third is
lower cost for remedial educational
and social-welfare services since par-
ticipating children would require
fewer of these services. A fourth is the
previously mentioned immediate re-
distribution of resources and longer-
term redistribution of income.'

A broader approach to considera-
tkm of social benefits entails examina-
tion of social benefits as a whole and
comparison of these benefits with
those that might emerge from some
other investmeht. The question of "rate
of return- to society from an invest-

2M1 of these Isenefits remain largely hypt Al nit
cul. though the recently published eCt1111.111111:
analysis of the Perry Preschool Project ( see pre.
%imp; foo(note) provides L.videntv that some of
them can he achieved through a tightly L., iii .
trolled and well conceived experiment:if pm-
gram.
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ment in preschool education rather
than an investment in. say. family plan-
ning or remedial programs at the pri-
mary level k significant wherever a
number of serious social problems
exist.

Some Problems
t'ntil relatively recently, pre-

school education was cc msidered prin-
cipally a c(nmumption rather than an
investment activitv, and therefore little
concern was shown frif ecom nine et-
fectiyeness and efficiency. As early
childh( xi's role in human capital
mation has become more widely rec
ognized, so has the need for data to
analyze early childhood programs in
imestnient terms,

Methodological problems. per-
taining mainly to quantification of ben-
efits and standardizatiim of tech-
niques for comparative purposes. have
long plagued economists of education.
These problems are compounded at
the early childhood level because so
many benefits only become tangible at
some point in the future, and because
many of the benefitssuch as en-
hanced ability to take. advantage of
schooling form part of a "chain of
impact,- with individual benefits acting
on each other.

The solution of these problems
will require a greater commitment to
early childhood education from
ectmomists of education than has been
in evidence in the past. Longitudinal
studies tracing the interaction of short-,
medium-, and long-term benefits are
needed, so that the current hypotheti-
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cal models can he tested'against empir-
ical data. Methods for weighing non-
quantifiable benefits alimg with quanti
fiable benefits must be developed so
that cost-benefit studies can produce a
more accurate picture ,of preschot
education's economic viability.

The complexity of education as a
social process and the dynamics of the
larger social systeni create not only
methodological problems but conccp.
tual problems as well. They suggest,
first, that economic viability should he
only one of many criteria used in
evaluating an investment in preschool
education, Efficiency is only one of sr ),
ciety's many goals. Economists of early

Phoios caurtsfiy The World Bank

"1
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childhood education must learn
to make investment decisions based
on noneconomic as well s econordic
factors.

At a more pragmatic level, the
complexity and dynamic nature of so.
cietv. particularly in developing coun-
tries. make economic assumptitnis and
guesses less than wholly reliable. Is a
mother freed to take a job creating new
income and productivity. or is she re-
placing someone else? What is the
market value of a healthier child this
year? Can the socioeconomic system
support more graduates of liigher edu-
cation? What are the effects` on other
social-sectoi programs of diverting re-
sources to early childhood education?
To rely on past and present cOnditions
to project future benefits in precise
terms is a risky business indeed. H

Studies are needed that provide a
projective focus. These studies could
explore the replicahility of educaticm
mc)dels from an economic point of
view:the expansion ot current models:
marginal cost implications; the pros-
pect for intersectorally funded early in-
tervention activities; and perhaps
broad questions pertaining to invest-
ment in early childhood education as
one of many investment options,
Another area for economic analysis in
future studies might be the economic
effects of early childhood education on
the family.

The economic analysis of pre-
school education programs should be-
come an integral part of all formative
and sumniative evaluation activity. At
present, only a narrow range of per-
formance data, often limited to IQ and
achievement scores, are collected and
used for planning and quality control.
Collection of ecr mom ic data should
become part of broader eftorts to
analyze the social impact of ear ly
childhood programs.

In a world in which UNICEF's total
annual budget to serve 102 countries,
$207.5 million, is spent on armaments
in approximately five hours (New York
Times, June 7, 1978 Letters to the
Editor), it should not be that difficult to
justify increased investment to meet
young children's needs. But many
policy makers and planners remain
skeptical. The examination of pre-
school education's economic viability
will probably prove to he a key way to
call the attention of national and inter-
national decision-makers to programs
for young children. LI



Formal Assessment of
Children's

ToHE PRESENT educational climate
is one of crisis. A large segment

f the public believes that our
educational system has "gone to the
dogs." According to prevailing rhetoric
on the subject, the schools have be-
come overlat,permissive coddling
trouble-makers, tolerating gross unde-
rachievement, indulging the frivolous
interests of youth with curricular frills,
and graduating students who cannot
'read, write, or compute. There is a
growing consensus that "new fangled"
approaches to education do not work,
--.nd that our only hope is to "return to
the basics" before we become a nation
of illiterates,

But the mainstream of elementary
school education has not changed sig-
nificantly within the memory of "back
to basics" advocates. Elementary
school curricula have always been and
remain largely preoccupied with the
specific facts and skills of reading (as
decoding), writing (as encoding), and
arithmetic (as computing)., The "open
classroom" movements of the sixties
and seventies have not significantly al-
tered the educational experience of
most children. Thus, to insist that edu-
cation "return to the basics" meaning
drill in the specific, memorizable facts
of reading, writing, and arithmetic is
to insig that education remain essen-
tially as it has been minus any elements
of neoprogressivism that may have
taken root.

The "new fangled" approaches to
education which emerged during the
sixties have not proved unworkable;
quite the contrary, they have hardly
been tested. Most of what has recently
passed for "open" or "progressive"
education in this country is but a pale
imitation of the real thing, the institu-

byjames T. Bond,
Lynne Minor &
Robert D. Matz
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tional context of American education
being inimical to substantive ex-
perimentadon. The present shortcom-
ings of contemporary public school
education would appear, rather, to be
the product of the very approach that
"back to ha.sics" adherents advocate.

Turning specifically to the teach-
ing of writing, the preoccupations of
teachers in the elementary grades have,
for the most part, changed little over
the years; teachers remain most con-
cerned with handwriting neatness,
spelling and punctuation, and "good"
grammar, aS though mastery of these
mechanical skills and rules constitutes
writing ability. The "back to basics"
movement promises to perpetuate this
confusion.

Writing, after all, is fundamentally
a means for communication. The main
purpose of wTiting is to represent in-
formation for one's own use or for
communication to someone else. The
most commonsensical measure of writ-
ing ability is how effectively one
achieves these ends.

Formal assessment of writing
tr.nds to reflect ard reinforce conven-
tional educational practice, creating a
vicious circle which is difficult to break.
For many years, the dominant edu-
cational measures havt been norm-
referenced achievement tests
atheoreticol measures constructed by
ludgmental samplings of conventional
academic tasks and content which can
be embodied in pencil-and-paper,
multiple-choice formats. These :r.sts do
not measure actual writing, if by writing
we mean the production of connected
written discourse intended to com-
municate something to someone. Writ-
ing activity, if it occurs at all, is limited
to spelling isolated words read by the
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"Writing, after all,
is fundamentally a means for communication.
The main purpose of writing is to represent

information for one's own use or for communication
to someone else. The most commonsensical

measure of
writing ability is how

effectively one
achieves these ends."

tester. Other responses are expressed
by marking one of several alternative
answers to indicate recognition of thy
single "correct" answer. The targets
measurement in the area of writing
parallel the objectives of conventional
instructionknowledge of spelling,
punctuation, capitalization, and usage
(usually grammar, occasionally diction
as well). Typically, each of these areiis is
represented by a separate subtest.

Recently, the dominance of norm-
referenced achievement tests has been
challenged by objective-referenced
(also called criterion-referenced) tests.
The latter are intended to he cur-
riculum-specific and to provide data
which are interpretable without refer-
ence to population norms. In particu-
lar, the items on objective-referenced
tests are supposed to represent the
specific instructional objectives of the
educational program utilizing the test.
(In fact, items are frequently "pur-
-chased" from outside consultants or
behavioral-objective pools and ulti-
mately shape rather than reflect the
local curriculum.) Test performance is
interpreted, without reference to
population norms, by comparing the
number or proportion of correct re-
sponses by the same individual over
time and/or by comparingthe number
or proportion of correct responses by'
an individual at one point in time with a
criterion Score representing what is
expected by the schools, the state legis-
lature, or whatever group is empow-

,ered to establish such expectations.
The strategy of establishing mini-

mal expectations which all students
must satisfy before being promoted or
graduated characterizes the so-called
"minimal competency testing.' pres-
ently sweeping the country. tinfortu-
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nately must objective-referenced tests
end up looking very much like tra:
ditional achievement tests, incorporat-
ing myriad micro-problems requiring
only isolated hits of knowledge for
their solution.

The impvact of educational testing
upon curriculum can be extremely
far-reaching. Objective-referenced
tests, in particular, tend to grow to
monstrous proportions when left un-
checked. Since ',heir development
does not require the establishment of
population norms, and since most of
their proponents see little or no need
for evaluating measurement reliability
ai1c1 Validity, they ace inexpensive to
fabricate and can he modified almost
whimsically. Everybody's favorite be-
havioral objective can be added'on.
eventually creating a leviathan which
dominates educational practice by
completely defining curriculum con-
tent. Although this is not yet reality in
most school districts, a few have al-
ready succumbed, and others totter on
the brink under increasing public and
governmental pressures for "accoun-
tability."

THE TENDENCY tO reduce curriculum
o what can be efficiently tested is

supported by the now popular belief,
deriving from behaviorist philosophy,
that the ultimate goals of education can
be broken into a finite .number of be-
haviorally specifiable components.

fLi.3

which if taught one-by-erne through se-
quenced drill and practice will in the
end equal the whole. Although bith in
this possibility may ultimately be re-
warded, contemporary behavioral
technology is not up to the task.
Higher-order skills seem inevitably to
he overlooked in the process of de-
composing educational goals into dis .
crete behavioral objectives which can
be taught by drill and measured by
multiple-choice tests.

Writing ability is more than a sim-
ple aggregation of discrete skills and
bciti pertaining to handwriting, phon-
ics, spelling, punctuation, capitaliza-
tion, and grammar. Before any of these
specific sk'ylls come into play, a writer
must form a logically coherent menul
representation of the intended mps-
sage, shaping this fundanwntal idea
structure to tit the topic and the rhetor-
ical demands of the situation. And be-
fore rendering this message in written
words, a writer must produce a linguis-
tic encoding of the internal representa-
tion which reflects considerations of
sociolinguistic constraints imposed by
the context, specific characteristics of
the intended audience, and elements
of personal style, in additkm to general
linguistic conventkrns. The process of
writing effectively requires the integra-
tion of myriad skills at all levels of the
psycho-motor system. At this point, the
components of writing ability cannot
he fully specified, much less
adeqrately defined in behavioral
terms. And even if this Weil: possible,
there is little reason to believe that an
educational program treating each
component in isolation from the others
would foster the integration of compo-
nent skills required for effective writ-
ten cOmmunication.



"At this point,
the components of writing ability

cannot be fully specified,
much less adequately defined in behavioral terms.

And even if this were possible,
there is little reason to believe that

an educational program treating each component
separately would foster

the integration of
skills required for
effective writing."

Nevertheless, reductionist cur-
ricula_that are tied closely to conven-
tional educational tests have surpris-
ingly broad appeaL Those who believe
that the central purpose of instruction
at one grade level is to prepare chil-
dren for academic work at lie next find
the finite sequences of specific be-
havioral objectives reassuring. Those
who equate educalonal success with
test performance appreciate the close
match between curriculum and test.
content. And those who lack confi-
dence in teachers and students are in-
fatuated with the apparent "teacher
proof- and "child proof qualities of
such approaches. Like assembly lines in
industry, behavioral technology in the
school removes decision-making re-
sponsihilities from the classroom and
requires hut rudimentary applications
of intellect and creative energy to make
the system work.

Rather than debate the mer!ts o!
one approach to education over
another on philosophical grounds, we
suggest that attention be turned to the
criteria by which educational success is
measured. Unless conventional educa-
tional tests actually measure children's
progress toward ultimately important
educational goals, it is foolish to design
educational programs, to maximize
performance on these tests. With refer-
ence to writing, unless the abilities to
spell disparate words on command, to
recognize punctuation errors in some-
one else's prose, and to recognize de-
partures from standard English usage
are indicative of abilities to write effec-
tively for purposes of commuiticalon,
the goals of eduation are not served by
teaching io conventional tests.

In fact, conventional tests, includ-
ing mass-marketed achievement tests,

are of undetermined validity. That is to
say, an individual's performance on a
particular test on a particular occasion
cannot justifiably be interpreted as in-
dicating (1) how that individual would
perform nontest tasks, particularly life-
tasks, of ultimate concern to educators
(criterion-related validity); (2 ) whether
or not that individual has acqUired
whatever psychological structures an
educational program is imended to cul-
tivate (construct validity); or even (3)
how that individual would perform
other tasks drawn from the same do-
main as the items on the test (content
validity).

Although strong claims are made
for the content validity of conventional
norm-referenced and objective-ref-
erenced tests, these claims are gener-
ally based upon expert judgments of
the representativeness of item content
rather than empirical validation
studies. Even if these claims were sub-
stantiated, however, one could only
conclude from a child's performance
on a particular punctuation test, for
example, that the child would perform
similarly on other punctuation tests
constructed in the same manner. And
since the ultimate goal of education is
not that students learn to take tests, but
that they acquire the knowledge, skills,
and motivation to become productive
members of adult society, high content
validity does not in itself recommend a
test for purposes of educational as-
sessment.

Li

Unless test results tell us how well
children will perform important non-
test tasks (criterion-related validity)
and whether they possess the knowl-
edge, attitudes, or motivations which
we seek to instill (construct validity),
they are gf little use. Test developers
seldom attend to these aspects of valid-
ity; yet test users almost universally
make interpretations of test results
which presume criterion and con-
struct validity. Given the remoteness of
tesz-tasks from life-tasks, any generzli-
zations from test results about a child's
preparedness for life seem farfetched.

OF LATE, developers of educational
tests for students in the higher

grades, typically high school, have at-
tempted to construct instruments
which embody tasks more closely re-
sembling life-tasks that students will
encounter upon graduation. The min-
imal competency or proficiency tests
being developed by some states and
local school districts best illustrate this
trend. Test tasks may include balancing
a checkbook, reading and answering
questions about a recipe, even writing
a job application. Although tests elicit-
ing and evaluating written discourse
are not in general use at the second-
ary level, interest in themis growing.

No such trend is evident, as yet, in
routine educational assessment at the
elementary school level; however,
promising instrument development is
occurring outside the mainstream of
educational assessment. Best known
are the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (NAEP) writing exer-
cises, some of which are intended for
fourth graders. These exercises include
writing to reveal personal feelings,
writing to communicate in social situa-
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"Unless the abilities
to spell disparate words on command,

to recognize punctuation errors in someone else's
prose and to recognize departures from standard

English usage are indicative of the ability
to write effctively for purposes

of communication, the
goals of education are
not served by teaching
to conventional tests."

tions, writing to communicate in
scholastic situations, and writing to
communicate in business or viicatitmal
situations. High/Scope's Productive
Language Assessment Tasks ( PLAT)
provide another example of recently
developed instruments intended to
measure children's powers to com-
municate through writing. The writing
tasks embodied in both NAEP and PIAT
exercises simulate life-tasks for which
instruction must prepare students it'
formal education is to realize its uhi-
mate goals. The dimensions along
which students writii.g is evaluated in
the NAEP and PLAT procedures parallel
those along which judgments of writing
competence are made in everyday
communicative contexts.

The NAEP exercises comprise a
wide variety of writing tasks, ranging
from simply addressing a letter, to writ-
ing an imaginative stot-y, to writing a
persuasive letter to a school principal
about effecting a change that would
improve one's school. Two approaches
to textual analysis predominate in cur-.
rent NAEP procedures. Some pieces of
writing are evaluated holistically by
having readers rank-order written
products in terms of "overall quality.-
The evaluative criteria shaping the
judgments of individual readers are in-
tentionally kft undefined. Earlier re-
search conducted by the NAEP has
shown that these ratings are positively
correlated with correctness in writing
mechanics, amount of syntactic em-
bedding, and complexity of vocabulary.
That is to say, global judgments of qual-
ity tend to be strongly influenced by
superficial linguistic form that may or
may not be correlated with characteris-
tics of the r. .; which bear more directly
upon communicative effectiveness.
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he other approach to textual
analysis employed hv the NAEP has
been dubbed "prilmary trait scoring
Primary trait scarIng is guided by
analysis ot the rhekirical characteristics
of specific tasks. Writing perforinances
are evaluated in terms of the degree to
which they satisfy the rhetorical ini
peratives of particular writing tasks de
fined in terms of purpiise. audience.
and [nixie discourse. The simplest of
NAEP primary trait variables are de-
fined in terms ot inclusion/exclusion
of discrete items of content. For exam-
ple, in a writing exercise that involves
taking a telephime message for some-
one else, satisfactory performance de-
Nnds upon including the name of the
caller and the time, day, and place of
meeting, without which the message
would be ineffective, More complex
primary trait analysis k applied in
analyzing persuasive discourse, satis-
factory performance depending upon
molar features of the discourse struc-
ture e.g.. systematically identifying
a problem..explaining why it is a prob-
lem, explaining how to solve it, indicat-
ing benefits that would result.

Current primary trait scoring pro-
cedures employed by the NAEP have
several limitations. They are tied so
closely to specific tasks, particularly
task instructions, that they lack general-
ity. They tend to differentiate writing
performances into broad categories
which inadequately reflect variatkms in

hoth quality of reasoning exhibited and
itential communicative effectiveness,

And they do not consider -sect nidary-
traits which may have an important
bearing upon sliCcesshil
lion. This is niit to suggest that current
NAEP illet lit xis 11:1e 110 utility' for writ-
ing assessment. only that they do not
serve all pit rposes ot assessment.

The development of analytic var-
iables for 1iigh/Scope's PIAT has heen
in silnie respects sinOlar to the de-
velopment of NAFP primarY trait
iables. The central focus of PLAT
analysis procedures is assessment of
how effectively children's writing
serVes On' W4 add serve ) specific com-
municative purposes in relatitli to par-
ticular audiences. The PI.X1' has two
tasks, one requiring that the child w rite
instructions kir n.lking something In-
struction Writing Task. or 1WTi, the
glier requiring product it un ot a drama-

tic story (Story Writing Task. or SW11.
Collectively, PLAT %ariahk.s appear to
have fewer limitations than NAEP pri-
mary trait variables.

PIAT variables differ in their gen-
erality but are not nammly botind to
performances elicited by a specific
task, Their relatively high generaliza-
bility is in fact necessitated by the na-
ture of PLAT elicitation procedures:
which define generic rather than
specific writing tasks. In the IWT. chil-
dren first make things of their own
choosing out of unstructured mate-
rials, then write instructiii.r.s which are
supposed to help someone who has
not seen their products make the same
things in the SWT. children write
dramatic stories with characters and
plots of their own choosing. The result-
ing diversity in content and k 'I'M re-
quires more general analytic proce-



"Unless test results
tell us whether children possess the knowledge,

attitudes or motivations we seek to instill,
they are of little 'use.

Test developers seldom attend to these
Ispects of validity. Given the remoteness

of test-tasks from life-tasks, any generalizations
from test results
about a child's

preparedness for life
seem farfetched."

dures than the majority of NAEP exer-
ciscs.

Collectively, PLAT variables also
appear to more finely differentiate var-
iations in writing performance. For,
example, text elicited by an NAEP in-
struction writing task is only evaluated
as adequate or inadequate based on
rather impressionistic judgments of
whether the writer has included all of
the necessary steps with sufficient de-
tail for someone to follow the proce-
dure. While this particular NAEP vari-
able has high generality, it minimally
differentiates responses. IWT analysis
procedures, on the other hand, involve
rather fine-grained elemental analyses
of text into instructional steps, and of
steps into component elements per-
taining to materiaLs identification, de-
finition of action, and spatial informa-
-tion. This procedure not only.serves to
better differentiate writing perform-
ances in terms of potential communica:
tive effectiveness, but also pinpoints
specific inadequacies due to unreason-
able presuppositions. The levels of per-
formance identified make nse in
terms of cognitive developmental
theory, particularly theory dealing with
role-taking ability, and Provide a basis
for constructive feedback to writers
and for instructional decision-making
by teachers.

PLAT variables also provide a
more multifaceted picture of variation
in writing perforrnance, making for
more comprehensive assessment. For
example, recently devised SWI var-
iables assessing (1) adherence to the
conventions of standard written Eng-
lish and (2) ambiguity introduced by
departures from standard written Eng-
lish can be applied to all writing in-
tended to serve social function.s. While

the first variable set parallels traditional
achievement test measures, albeit re-
quiring production rather than simple
.recognition, the second set focuses
upon those departures from conven-
tions which significantly interfere with
the comprehensibility of written dis-
course. Development of these latter
variables reflects the test authors' belief
that writing instruction in. elementary
school should emphasize mastery of
conventions when they are important
to effective ci immunical ion rather than
mastery . conventions for conven-
tions sake' -particularly when stu-
dents speak nonstandard .dialects of
English and./9r 70111e from'marginally
literate environments. Other SWF var-
iables are designed to measure co-
hesion or connectivity of discourse,
crucial to the construction Of proposi-
tional structures which can be com-
prehended as logically integrated
wholes by a reader. Component var-
iables defining cohesion include
measures of ambiguity in nominal and
pronominal reference, logical con-
tradictioas and hiatuses within and be-
tween sentences, the occurrence of
false starts and unintelligible sentence
fragments, the inclusion, of extraneous'
information, and uncontrolled shifts in
point of view. Most of these variables
could he applied in evaluating the
communicative effectiveness of writing
in general. Moreover, they focus atten-
tion on features of written discourse
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which are seldom singled out even in
informal evaluations of writing, but
which provide useful foci for self-
evaluation, teacher evaluation, and in-
structional activity.

THE VARIABLES ftWiewed here repre-
ent a small but significant sample of

new and promising ways of analyzing
and evaluating children's writing. They
go substantially beyond traditional
criteria of writing skill embodied in
conventional educational tests and
begin to define writing quality
in terms of communicative effective-
nessthe ultimate goal of writing in-
struction. Moreover, all of the NAEP
and PLAT measures of writing require
that children produce written dis-
course rather than merely evaluate
what someone else ha.; written by
selecting predetermined answers
within a multiple-choice format. In
short, by setting new standards for what
constitutes evidence of writing ability,
this new wave of writing tests promises
to influence the nature of writing in-
struction in our schoolsprovided, of
course, that they can successfully chal-
lenge the dominance of conventional
achievement tests.

While optimism is certainly -war-
ranted, it should be guarded. The new
breed of writing tests, represerted in
this discussion by NAEP writing exer-
cises and the PLAT, require consider-
able development before they will
become competitive eduCational meas-
ures. Unless such tests become a
routine part of formal and/or informal
evaluation activity, their influence
upon educational practice will be min-
imal. Major impediments to their wide-
spead utilization arise from difficulties
and costs of data collection &id proces-
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"To expect a child
to generate coherent written discourse

on a particular topic ift 30 minutes
at the drop of an unknown tester's hat

may be quite unreasonable. Yet to create
situations for writing which closely resemble those
in which children generally choiase or are generally

expected to write
may be impossible

within the constraints
of formal assessment."

sing. While NAEP exercises can be ad-
ministered effidently and at relatively
low cost, even the simplest of holistic
and primary trait analyses require
highly trained coding staff and close
supervision. As yet, there are IR) or-
ganizations in the business of coding
writing samples from elementary
school evaluations;%few local school
districts have the resources and motiva-
tiCm to assume the burden. Although
the costs of collecting and processing
writing samples can probably he re-
duced, it Ls unlikely that their efficiency
will ilver rival that of multiple-choice
achievement tests. An alternative to
testing all students in district-wide
evaluations would he to collect data on
carefully selected subsamples, or even
to restrict the use of tests of written dis-
course production to informal assess-
ment conducted entirely h-y teachers
for purposes of documentation, plan-
ning, and evaluation.

Another problem that must he
overcome in the development of writ-
ing tests for formal educational as-
sessment is measurement reliability
more broadly, generalizability.
Generalizability is an index of the
probability that memurements of in-
dividual behavior obtained under a

%."41articular set of -conditions (e.g., a par-
writing task administered by a

particUlar t'zster on a particular day)
would be replicated over a specified
range of conditions (e.g., some class
of related writing tasks, testers having
certaig,characteriStics, any occasion
during 0, specified time interval), We
all knoir how difficult it is to write on
some occasions on particular topics
under certain conditions for parti-
cular audiences. To expect a child to
generate coherent written discourse
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on a particular topic within a period
of thirty minutes at the drop of an un-
known tester's hat may he quite un-
reasonable. Yet to create situations for
writing which di )seiy resemble those
in which children generally choose or
are generally expected to write may
be impossible within the constraints
of formal assessment. Consequently,
we may be forced to live with a certain
amount of variability in writing test per-
formances which is due to natural fluc-
tuations in motivation and readiness to
write.

These and many other considera-
tions of generalizability are of substan-
tial practical importance for those who
would utilize writing tests to inform
educational decision-making. Tradi-
tional tests of achievement and aptitude
are in the enviable position of posses-
sing demonstrated generalizability of
individual scores across at least some
conditions of measurement relevant to
educational assessment. What little is
known of writing test generalizability aF

this time suggests that comparable
levels of generalizability should not be
expected for most scores obtained
from analyses of a single writing sam-
ple. Assuming that the generahuhility
of individual scores from one-shot reSis
cannot be substantially improved,
there remains the strategy of averaging
(or otherwise combining) multiple
measurements of the same individual,
or of aggregating individual scores and

r

evaluating the performance of larger
units such as the classroom or school,
The former strategy is probably too
cusay for all but experimental Studies;
the latter is unsuitable for individual as-
sessments required for decisions re-
garding promotiOn. cer:ification, and
school or job placement. Only further
methodological research such as that
currently being undertaken by High/
Scope staff will reveal whether or not
substantial improvements in writing
test reliability are pOssible without sac-
rificing efficiency or restricting writing
assessment to program evaluations.

Ultimately, to he olcvalue for eciu-
cational decision-making, writing tests
MUSE he shown to measure writing
abilities which account for communica-
tive competence. High generalizability
allows us to conclude that a student's
score from a particular administra-
tion of a test is probably very close to
the score he or she would have on the
same test under other specifiable cir-
cumstances. High generalizability in it-
self, however, does not ensure that a
test measures what wr want it to mea-
sure, that it is a valid measure of writing
abilities. The uncertain content, con-
struct, and criterion-related validities of
conventional educational tests have al-
ready been discussed. The same criti-
cism applies to writing tests like those
developed by the NAEP and High/
Scope. (liven the impact which formal
assessment has upon both educational
practice and decisions affecting the
lives of students, more than impre-
ssionistic judgments of instrument
validity "face validation- is surely
required.

Validity is most accurately riot a
characteristic of a test but of the infer-
ences made from the measurements



"Is the level of performance observed for
an individual in the pseudo-communicative context

of a test predictive of performance in situations
which have genuine communicative

significance? D9 writing tests so violate the
integrity of the natural writing process

(allowing little or no
time for incubation,

planning and rewriting)
that the performances

bear little or no
relationship to life-

situated performances?"

obtained with a particular test. Most
important, to educational decision-
making are inferences which treat test
scores as indicators of (1) how a stu-.
dent would perform analogous or re-
lated tasks which occur in the context
of daily life in or outside of the class-
room (concurrently with test admin-
istration or in the future) and (2) spe-
cific, and relatively stable, character-
istics of the psychological system of a
student which are the result of learning
and development. In the first instance,
criterion-related validity is aLissue; in
the second, construct validity. On the
one hand, evidence of criterion-related
validity might allow:inferences that a
child would (or would not) success-
fully complete a mail-order form, write
a routine business letter, or take an
adequate telephone message in the
context of thily life. Evidence of con-
struct salidity, on the other hand, might
permit inferences about a writer's gen-
eral ability to cpordinate two or more
ideas in a single statement, to anticipate
the.response of a reader, or to chf'ose
appropriate levels of formality_ in dis-
course.

Depending upon the uses tO
which test results are put, one may be
more or less concerned with one or the
other type of val idity. Ji the case of min-
imal competency testing for high
school graduation, for example, pa-
rents and employers may be exclu-
sively int_erested in the implications of
test performance for life and on-the-job
performance (inferences requiring,
criterion-related validity). Teachers re-

.. sponsible for the remedial instruction
of students whotive failed the test,
however, may wish to make inferences
about psychological constructs wiiich
account for performance. Further,

especially in tests subject to public
scrutiny, face validity becomes an issue.
A test must "make sense" to those who
administer it, those who take it, and
those who read about the results.

ATHOUGH the authors of this article
seriously question the validity

of conventional educational tests as
measures of writing ability, and would
claim greater face validity, at least, for
the PLAT, they are unable to cite empir-
ical research findings that strongly
support their subjective judgment. The
meaning of writing test measurements
may differ substantially for different
children or even for the same children
at different points in time. For example,
different children may construe the na-
ture of a particular task differently, and
the evaluator May or may not want dif-
ferential ability to comprehend task
instructions (or differential knowledge
of imaginary audience, or whatever) to
be reflected in the scores derived from
test performance. If a written report
appears to presuppose too much in-
formation for the "general" reader, are
we to conclude that the writer: (1)
did/could not generate a comprehen-
sive internal representation of what
was to be reported; or (2) generated a

p.
r

comprehensive internal representa-
tion but did not adequately encode the
propositional structure, lacking lin-
guistic knowledge or being unable to
take the role of the general reader; or
(3) could have encoded the undcriying
propositional structure more fully but
deliberately chose not to because the
giessage was intended for an informed
reader (or because it would have been
too much work, etc.)? Is the level of
performance observed for an indi-
vidual in the pseudo-communicative
context of a test predictive of perfor-
mance in situations which have
genuine communicative significance?
Do writing tests so violate the integrity
of the natural writing process (allowing
little or no time for incubation, plan-
ning, and rewriting) that the perfor-
mances bear little relationship to life-
situated performances?

These and many other questions
regarding the validity of both conven-
tional and alternative tests of writing
abilities must be raised and eventually
answered if we are to use educational
tests wisely. Research now underway
at High/Scope has begun to examine
a broad range of established and ex-
perimental measures intended to tap
wilting abilities of children in the
upper elementary grades. It is hoped
that this research will substantially in-
crease the empirical basis for claims
about what can and cannot be inferred
from children's performances on diffe-
rent educational tests. It is further
hoped that this knowledge will permit
more informed selection and utili-
zation of writing tests to support pro-
gressive improvements in educational
practice in place of the defensive and
faddish reactions presently sweeping
public school classrooms.
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In 1975 the High/Scope Foundation moved its head-
quarters into one of Michigan's larger historical homes,
the Hutchinson House, built in 1898 by Byron Shelley
Hutchinson, founder of the S&H Green Stamps business.
The Original house had 33 rooms, an indoor swimming
pool, a ballroom with orchestra loft ond one of the coun-

. try's first elevators. Throughout the house there ore
stoined and leaded gloss windows and ornate wood-
work and mantels. Over the years the house has hod
many owners and at one point was converted into 14
apartments. Fortunately the remodeling was done
carefully enough not to destroy the basic fabric of the
building.

We felt we could make a contribution to the com-
munity by preserving this historic structure while convert-
ing it into an unconventional but highly attractive work-
ing environment. Such a task was well suited to on or-
ganization of our size because we could use the building
as a whole (its division into apartments hod obscured
many lovely features) and because, as a nonprofit
organization, we could locate resources to support the
restoration.

In our conversion and restoration efforts we are try-
ing to retain the "feel" of the original rooms. For exam-
ple, the opulent living room remains a formal area
which is used for receptions and staff meetings, and we
have decided not to break some of the larger, more
stately rooms into smaller offices. Though this means that
some staff Members must shore office space, many say
they prefer o desk in a spacious, high-ceilinged, elegant
room to the cramped cubicle they might hove in more
conventional quarters.

The Hutchinson House is on eiample of Queen
Anne architecture, a style one author describes as "grow-
ing organically from the inside out," The. inner structure
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determines the outer shape of' Queen Anne buildings
resulting in a pictUresque blend of rowers. curves. lines
and shapes. The Hutchinson House. with its turrets. peaks.
gables and rounded solarium roof certoinly fits this
description.

The Hutchinson House also hos elements of the
"Robber Baron- tradition. whose hallmark is extensive
borrowing from other buildings and periods For exam
ple, instegd of using the traditional stucco infill between
the exposed half-timbers on the second and third stories.
Hutchinson chose stone to fill in between the planks.,
He designed the dining room ofter the one in Kaiser
Wilhelm's castle, which uses Greek Revival columns and
massive, boxed-in dark oak beams. In tne living room
the ornate plaster moldings and finely designed rosettes
for hanging the chandeliers ore reminiscent of the
Baroque ero. Instead of using stained glass in the en-
trance and stairways only, a conver,tion of the Queen
Anne style, Hutchinson used it throughout the house. In
order to incorporote all of his ideas into his home. Hutch
inson had to make it much lorger than most homes in this
period.

After two years of using the Hutchinson House for of-
fice space, we feel we hove succeeded in adopting the
building to our organizational needs We currently em-
ploy a full-time master carpenter to hondle the bulk of
the preservation work and we hold periodic open
houses so that community members con see the pro-
gress of the restoration We plan to continue to restore as
much of the building as is practical to meet our needs
and to preserve this landmark for the future

Charles R Wollgren
Director of Administration
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SingulariV versus Eclecticism in Earb? Childhood Education

The Advantages of Educational Models
by Robert L. Egbert & Margaret E.G. Brisch

MU. Is a special kind tit beauty,
integrity and utility in educa
tional appnuches derived from

a single philosophical/psychologi.cal
f)erspective, Such "models,- as they are
often called, are easier to understand,
easier to work within, easier to explain
and more likely to produce useful.
coherent. consistent results than are ec-
lectic proArams. Until relatively re-
cently, they were r,are in educaLkm, and
early childhood education was no ex-
ception. Within the past few years,
facilitated in part hv Follow Through
and,-later, by Head Start Planned Varia-
tion, several such early childhood
models have been developed. Exam-
ples are behavioristic models such as
Bushell's token eccmomy and the
Engelmann-Becker systematic be-
havioral principles pnigram, Piagetian
models such as Weikart's cognitively
oriented curriculum, and open educa
tion models such as the approaches de-
veloped at the University of North
Dakota and the Educatkm Develop-
ment Center.

The most important characteris-
tic cif an educational model is that it
is grounded in a philosophical or
psychological thoiry or ptisitkm which
gives .coherence to the goals and val
ues, the curricular materials and the
classnxmi procedures and interactkin
patterns of the actual program. Each of
the nuRiels mentkmed aliove hewn
with a philosophical or psychological
theory or pc)sitkm frimi which objec-
tives, curricula, materials and proce
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dures were developed. When these
models, their materials, their class-
room Operation and their objectives
are examined, a marked within-mod-
el consistency and coherence is ap-
parent. For example, Bushell's token
economy classrocnn is built on the be-
havioristic principle of contingent and
timely reinforcement of behavior seg
mem., Both the contingent reinforce-
ment and the behavior are clearly iden-
nfiahle br teacher and student. High
scores on academic achievement tests
constitute the primary model goals:
materials selected or developed by
Bushell possess clearly specified objec-
tives and are programmed to achieve
these ohjectives: and the results ob
wined superior scores on achieve
ment tests are ccinsistent with the oh
jectives, with the materials and with
the procedures.

This ccmsistency across the vari
ous aspects of the model stands in
sharp contrast with the eclectic ap
proach of manv earls' childhood pro-
grams, exemplified in the statement, "I
don't think there is any one best
method, I select the best from what
each approach has to offer,- On the sur-
face, this statement sounds reasonable
and open-minded. The person seems
to suggest that he has carefully studied

)gers, l'iaget, Skinner and others or
that he has examined models derived
from such theoretical positions. lie
implies further that he has thoughtfully
seiected or derived procedures and
materials from y.aritnis models and has

put them together to LImstitute a pro
gram superior to any of those from
which he has horrowed. Actitally, such
tranC-theoretical selection May he sim-
ply an excuse fitt- not fully mastering
any single model, let alone a variety of
ideas and models. Furthermore, the
practice will likely lead to confusion' of
goals and to less effective instruction.
By taking a piece Inmi this model and a
bit from that one the educator assumes
that instructi(111:11 models are analogcnis
to extremely. simple mechanical
models, and that if the various parts are
selected carefully, they can he assem-
bled into a neatly fitting, perfectly
operating unit. But an instructional
model is much more complex than
even a sophistiCated mechanical nit niel
51.1d1 aUtOnItinite, in which parts
are not interchangeable across intKiels.
The hits and pieces Innii ditterent in
strucnonal models, derived as they are

varying philosophies, will not
tiecess..irily operate ettectivelv when
put together. Indeed, a material or .1
procedure ideally adapted to one

ni;iy he st) foreign to a basic
value of another model that its usc iii
the second model will prove counter-
pr.( nluctive.

Tci 11t 11 \II .111 eXallli11.11ilm cit
s, mit: the aLlva'filages iii CLILIS.A

no11.11 jut Idyls :IS \'ell sonle of the
0)11111Cts could arise when parts
(if ditterent models are comhined in :in
eclectic potpairri. .1 simplified set kit

clita 11,1s prcp;ircti, shumii 111 the



.ccompanying table. Two distinct early
childhood models are described in
.ierms of a restricted set of characteris-
4icsi a behavioristic, token economy
model, in which children receive to-
kens, redeemable in goods or activities,
in return for appropriate'performance;
and, a child development model, in
which children work on group and in-
dividual projects, circulate among
interest centers and sit at desks or ta-
bles which are rearranged in response
to educational demands...

If conducted well, each model can
produce superior results on at least
sonic dimensions, as demonstrated by
its Succes.s with children. If poorly im-
plemented, each can prove disastrous.
But neither the absolute nor the rela-
tive success of themodels is a't issue. At
issue is what can happen when models
are mixed.

Chav icteristics selected to de-
scribe each model are (1 ) some of the
process and product values which
seem inherent in the model as it iS de-
scribed and implemented, (2) some
key procedures used in model class-
roomS and (3 ) some of the teach-
ing/learning materials employed.
"Values- refers to those process or
product characteristics to which the
model developers and implementers
explicitly or implicitly attach i moor-
lance. Values constitute the fundamen-
tal element of an educational model,
from which all else derives.

Although behaviorism is adver-
tised as a value-free system, certain
values emerge from an examination
of behaviorist literature and token
economy classrooms. They are (.1 1
achievement on various scho)l meas-
ures, (2) conformity in classroom be-
havior, (3) convergent thinking or the
ability to respond ,in predetermined
ways, (4) an authority figure (teacher,
,computer, etc.) who controls what
takes place in the classroom, (5) effi-
ciency in ,the teaching/learning proc-
ess, and (6) teacher-child interaction
via contingent reinforcement

Of theSe six values, ()illy efficiency
and contingent reinforcement are in-
herent in the science of behaviorism.
althoiagh in almost every, example of
applied behaviorism there is a power
figure who establishes goals and re-
wards and dispenses rewards when
behavior meets desired standards. In-
deed,. only in more recent behaviorist
literature has the establishment of self-
reinforcement systems become prom-
inent. The early writers from Pavlov to

Skinner seem to asstitne an mutside
power figure.)

The assumption of an outside au-
thority figure also suggest.% a driVe
toward convergent thinking and a cer-
tain degree of conformity in behavior.
In practice, these two valuescon-
vergent thinking and conformity re-
ceive a great deal& emphasis, although

some research demonstrates that di-
vergent thinking also can be induced
through application of behavioral prin-
ciples- The only value which is neither
inherent in behaviorism nor logically
derived from it is academie achieve-
ment. Achievement has value to be-
haviorists because it is valued by the
public and by most educators.

SOME IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO AlODELS
FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

BEHAVIORISM:
TOKEN ECONOMY CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Values Academic achievement

Conformity in behavior

Converg -it thinking

Power in the teacher

Efficiency

Teacher-child interaction
via contingent reinforcenwnt

Development of the "whole
child," including academic
achievement

Conformityand diversity in
behavior

Convergent and divergent
thinking

Power in the teacher, and
Development of power in the
child

Belongingness

Teacher-child and child-
chi ld interaction

Procedures . Small group and individual
instniction

Individual, linear

seatwork, with teacher
monitoring of performance,
all activities teacher initiated

Frequent. use of positive
reinforcers on contingent
basis

Grades explicit and related
to achievement

Small group and individual
instruction

Individual linear and non-linear
assignments

Small group and individual
project work either teacher
or child initiated

Spontaneous, irregular sodal
reinforcement

Parent-teacher conferences
instead of grades

Field trips with informal
activities and lengthy
unstructured reports

Teaching/
Learning
Materials

Programmed materials in
traditional areas of reading,
arithmetic, spelling, hand-
writing (workbooks, texts,
worksheets)

Basal readers

Manipulative materials
Books
Experimental materials

Natural materials
Films
Tape rewrders
Typewriters
Construction supplies
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The values of the child develop-
ment approach have a fundamentally
different source and a more complex
;character, They are derived from de-
velopmental educational theories. De-
velopmental values are more complex,
first, because they are. bi-polar. For
example,both conformity and diversity
and both convergent thinking and di-
vergent thinking are valued. Secondly,
the child developmenralisr may define
his values differently. In a traditional
early elementary classroom, for exam-
ple, conformity might mean sitting
quietly in one's desk or speaking only

.. when the raised hand is acknowledged.
:in a child development classroom, con-
form4 could mean voluntarily taking
turns in apopular interest center or not
disturbing others when going un-
supervised to the restroom. While con-
formity is valued in both, the nature of
the conforming act differs. (inciden-
tally, the combination of valuing both
poles of many educational continda
and defining some key terms diff

" ently from other educators has led o
serious confusion when child dev
opmentalists describe their position
to others.)

Differences in values have directly
and indirectly engendered most of the,
controversy which has surrounded and
.!most engulfed early childhood edu-
cation in recent. years. Variations in
procedures and materials have also
contributed to the controversy but they
.ultimately derive from values. Some-
times those responsible for local pro

_gram development err by focusing on
procedures and materials rather than
on the explicit values to which they are
inextricably tied.

The table shows a natural vertical.
flow from values to procedures and
materials. For example. a system which
values academic achievement relies
heavily on hooks and workbooks as
well as on activities structured to rein-
force these materials. If the system val-
ues conformity, teacher monitoring
is important. If it values convergent
thinking, standard assignments in pro-
grammed materials and common texts
lire appropriate. If the system values di-
versity in behavior, nonlinear assign-
ments and child-initiated activities are
appropriate. Thus, consistency within
models is reflected in the goals and in
the procedures and materials selected
to achieve the goals.

C,(11.1'MN analysis of the table
reveaLs some potential dangers in-
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herent .in selecting bits and pieces
from different models. For example, let
us consider ,a second-grade teacher
Vito uses -a child development ap-
pi( y.ich in her classroom. Five children
are not learning to read as well as the
teacher thinks they should. ln her
studies, the teacher ,becomes ac,
quainted with programmed reading
materials and starts using them with
this group. For 45 minutes each day she
changes the rules for these five chil-
dren. During this period they go to a
special reading area where they work
with the programmed materials; they
are not permitted to work in other cen-
ters nor to engage in other. activities.
But do they learn to read? Under the
regime imposed by the teacher and the
materials, do these children fairly
rapidly catch up in reading, and are
they soon able to return to their regular
activities?. Probably not. for if these
children are having trouble learning to
read in their regular program, it is un-
likel) that the simple introduction of
programmed materials for a specified
period of the day will have a major im-
pact on their reading skills. Indeed, it is
more likely that they will feel punished
and frustrated at being removed from
their normal activities and required to
work with the highly systematized ma-
teria:s. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a
teacher who is not behaviorally trained
will use programmed materials cor-
rectly. And if this is so, then it is even
less likely that she will use the be-
haviorally more complex reinforce-
ment pnicedures properly, presenting
prompt contingent reinforcers accord-
ing to a planned schedule. The teacher
who has only a brief introduction to
behaviorism is likely to confuse such a
system with the star-for-each-hook
read approach to providing rewards.

While the general risks of eclecti-
cism are apparent, it should he noted
that there is a vast difference between
informed and uninformed eclecticism.
The teacher who has seriously studied
alternative theoretical positions, Who
recognizes his own ability to use ma-
terials and procedures from several
models effectively and who then asses-
ses t he, ability of his students to adapt to
conditions derived from varying
philosophical pi ions, has a stronger
case for taking an eclectic approach
than does the teacher who is not so well
informed. But to become a properly
prepared eclectic is substantially more
demanding than to become competent
in the operation of a singular model.

r,
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The well prepared eclectic must fully
understand each model from which he
draws, and he mu.st also he able to vis-
ualize thee:rect..: when specific Pieces
are drawn from one model and merged
with portions of other models.

THE
MOST vital issue for a ,c( mimun-

ty to consider in the adoption or
deyelopment of an educational pro-
grata is whether the values of the com-
munity are met through that prograni.
If community values can he achieved
through a behavioral program, the
individual teacher or school should he
able to conduct such a program. If a
child development program permits
the sch(ol to achieve the community's
educational objectives, adoption of
such a program should
lowever, in each instance, the teacher

or the school must he prepared to de-
scribe and to defen-.1 the approach
selected, This task should he easier in-
the case of a in( }del than an eclectic
int igram hecthise of the straight line in
a model friml %':011es It) materials and
procedures and expected ()incomes.

The, consistency of models has
implications. moreover, for the prep-
aration of teachers. A teacher education
program has an obligation to prepare
prospective teachers to function with-
in at least one model. This prepa-
ration should be complete, including
everything from the philosophical/
psychological position to its applica-
tion. Once the prospective tea.cher has
mastered one model, attention may he
given to preparing him in a second
model or in the adaptation or modifica-
tion of the first model. If a large
teacher-preparaticm institution wishes
its overall program to reflect the div-
ersity of trends in the field, it could
properly support a variety of models.
This would permit each student, work-
ing with his advisor, to select the model
most nearly congruent with his per-
sonal philosophical position. The insti-
tution could then meet the needs of
schools and communities desiring
one or another distinct model. In any
event, each prospective teacher would
he thoroughly grounded in at least Me
definitive instructional model, The al-
ternatives would then he not only clear
but accessible, making possible that
plurality of educational choices for
parents, students, teachers and com-
munities that is now coming to be re-
garded, by professionals and laymen
alike, as a prerogative of democratic
citizenship.



I CROELEC TRON iS the
minisiturizatiori of electronic
circuits into incredibly Mall

--Watt
Moeicrlearonic tedmOlogy al-.

ready make.; possible the man Produc-
tice ot the "guts" Of 2 computer 'on
Ch0 of silicon the size of a pinhead or
an entire computer svstem On a wafer
the size of a cookie. COmputers needn't
be big and expensive; they can now be
1tiny aod cheap. Computers and elec-
tronic sensing and control devices will
soon be embedded in every machine
made-, already they have appeared in
vehicles, household appliances, afice
equipment. toys, games, industrial and
agricultural machinery. Computers, 2S
domesticated And comdion as the elec-
tric lighz bulb, will also be able to tie to-
gether existing communications, in-
formation, and entertainment systems
and networks. Communications among
people, transfer of information among
machines, and communications be-
tween people and machines will be
more .rapid and efficient: Microelec-
tronic components will integrate tele-
phone, radio, television, post office,
publishing, journalism, phonograph
records, libraries, the film industry,
sales and distribution of products,
banking, credit systemsthe list is
endless. The impact of computer sys-
tems and related microelectronic de-
vices on social, political, and economic
institutions will clearly be one of Lhe
major themes of the rest of our lives.
Schools and homes will be profoundly
affected by 'the3e developments.

Already microelectronic technol-.
ogy has made possible the five-dollar
hand calculaior, the eight-dollar elec-
tronic watch (highly accurate), and the
t*enty-dollar videogame unit that
permits families to "play" on their tele-
vision screen. In 1977 the first "per-
sonal" computers selling for less than
$1,000 appeared. The spting 1978
Montgomery Ward catalog promi-
nently advertised an inexpensive
microprocessor-based unit that uses a
home color television as a display unit;

copywriters maintain that it will
teach a variety of subjects to your
children WI you need do is insert the
appropriate cartridge. Calculator-like
devices, preprogrammed to offer
games and drills of basic arithmetic, are
widely sokl already. A "speaking" spel-
ling tutor, hand-held and battery oper-
sited, has reached the shopping malls.
likroprocessor-based versions of
games such as Mastermind'and Battle-
ship were widely advertised for the De-

inalUE Orel e

Computers and
Early Learning

by Bernard Banet

A prediction : The factor that u ill change teaching and learning
most hy the end of the tu,entieth century uill he the technology of
microelectronics as applied to the design of computers and related
information-processing devices. This piediction applies to the
education of children in the preschool and elementaty years as
much as to any other group of learners.

cember 1977 holiday gift-giving season,
In October 1977, the U S. House of
Representatives' Science and Technol-
ogy Subcommittee on Domestic aad
International Scientific Planning,
Analysis, and Cooperation held hear-
ings on "computers and the learning
society" and heard of the enormo4s
educational potential of the evolving
computer technology.

By storing, retrieving, transform-
ing, and transmitting information com-
puters will incorporate, integrate, and
transcend earlier technologies. But
how can they become tools of everyday
life, even tools used by very young chil-
dret0 Dm% you have to know a com-
puter language and use a computer
terminal to talk to a computer? The an-
swer is that as the costs of computer sys-
tems tumble, the barriers that impede
man-machine communication are

rapidly being eliminated. Not too long
ago any form of direct interaction'with
a computer was very rare. Data were
submitted in punchcard form and pro-
cessed in "batch"' mode. Interactive
timesharing, with remote users com-
municating on-line via ttrminals to a
central unit, is a great advance in itself.
But the typewriter-like terminals that
do most of the talking to computers are
not the only means of communicating
with a computer. Systems of the future,
and prototypes available even at low
cost today, can demonstrate communi-
cation via spoken language.

A touch on a display screen, the
beam of a light pen, a musical instru-
ment, a slight muscle movement, a
change in temperature, a handwritten
symbol, the movement of a "joystick"
can also communicate to a computer.
Computers can respond with letters
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and numbers on a printer or screen;
'but they can also produce signals to

--control a satellite or traffic light or vid-
eotape player,'-or to turn off the oven

--when the roast is done. They can syn-
thesize speech, music, or even realistic
representation.s.of three-dimensional
landscapes and obiects from patterns of
l's and O's.

For many purposes it is nnt neces-
sary to know a programming language
in order to use a particular computer,
any more than one must be able to
write a script in order to watch a televi-
sion show. For those who do want to
master the computer as a creative tool,
convenient and powerful program-
ming languages are being developed
for interactive uses. Because it is not
necessary to read and type or know a
programming language to communi-
cute with computers, even the youngest
child will he able to interact with them
in some manner. Handicapped people
will also find microcomputers of
enormous value in a variety of special
aids related to specific sensor *. and
motor handicaps.

Replacing Paper,
Not People

When one mentions computers-
in-education to most educators, a
concept of prog ra m med i nst ruct ion, de-
livered step by step through the com-
puter, comes to mind. This is indeed
the classic "computer assisted instruc-
tion" (CAI) style, intended to capture
the active interchange of a patient and
skilled human tutor with a student. In
practice, person /machine dialogue usu-
ally'falls far short of this ideal. CAI ap-
proaches to computer use utilize a
behavioristic paradigm of teaching/

-learning modeled on the "shaping"
process, in which the teacher (or ex-
perimenter) "reinforces.' the student
for making successive approximations
to the teacher's final objectives. A care-
ful task analysis of the final desired
performance is used u7 design the se-
quence of instructional "frames." To a
student, though, the carefully devel-
oped sequence can be tedious or frus-
trating. There is no magic that assures
success in a step-by-step format any
more than there is in the textbook for-
mat. CAI of the programmed variety
remitins a Teacher Initiates Student
Responds model.

Let us not, however, make the mis-
take of equating computer utilization in
education With any single mode of
learning; including the CAI format.
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Quite possibly, the initial experiments
with computer-assi.sted instruction will
be to all computer applications in edu-
cation what programwd textbooks
and workbooks are to the total universe
of applications of paper in edu-
cation! The computer will be such a
ubiquitous tool that preparing students
to master its many applications will
probably become a major goal of edu-
cation, just as students now must Illas
Jer the many uses of paper-based in-
formation systems: learning tu read,
write, type, and locate information in a
library.

Tiny, cheap computers and related
electronic devices, all "talking" to each
other, will have more uses in education
than paper-and-ink, blackboard and
chalk. Every curreT use of paper in
education will be enhanced hy elec-
tronic systems. And since much of the
paperwork 'of private industry and gov-
ernment has already been aided by
computers, the proposition that inex-
pensiYe computer technology will
produce the same changes in homes
and schools should not appear radical.

What Computers
Can Do

Why are computers already such a
pervasive t(ml in almost every setting
except home and school? To save
money, certainly. But also because of
the following capabilities of computer
Systems:

Accurate and rapid execution of
repetith,e or complex procedures
mathematical computing of course, hut
also plotting .curves, alphabetizing,
searching lists, animating drawings,
setting type, monitoring an industrial
process.

Rapid and easy modification of (i
product, e.g., a written document, mu-
sical composition, graphic drawing. By ap
1985, for example, your home posielle
typewriter, with computer-like innards,
may permit you to insert, delete, re-
format, change typefaces, address cor-
respondence from a mailing list, justify
both marginslust as office and pub-
lishing-industry computer systems al-
ready do.

Rapid updwing of information
that can he shared across an entire net-
work. (Consider what making airplane
reservations would be like without an
interactive computing network giving
each ticket agent instant knowledge of
the seat availability on Iwndreds of
flights.)

Concurrent access !o file entries.
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Many people can consult a data bank
without missing information because it
is in use. Compare this to a paper tile,
such as Laces have traditionally main-
tained, or a traditional lihrary: Compu-
ter data are not checked out for weeks
and they are not easily misfiled or mis-
shelved.

Multiple categorization ofilile en-
tdes. document or other entry can be
retrieved through searches on many
different category "tags," in logical
combinations, rather than on Just one.
The way card catalogs and indexes
attempt to perform this multiple
categorization task now is cumber-
some by comparison.

Representation and analysis of
processes and relations. Computer-
generated graphic displays add a
dynamic component to static charts, ta-
bles, graphs, and diagrams.. Computer
models permit the users to study the
consequences of changing parameters
in a system, whether we are talking
about finding the best way to reach the
moon, build a car, control air pollution,
deploy atomic submarines, or plan a
menu.

Improvement of pbotographic
and sound reproduction. Digital stor-
age will replace analog tape and record
systems; computers are even being
used to remove distortion from rec-
ords made decades ago and to reduce
the "noise- in photographs transmitted
from Mars.

Replacement o systems requiring
slou'er processing by providing im-
mediate feedback to the user. Voting
machines connected tt) a central coni
puter would obviate the need to wait
tor precinct returns, for example. In
educatkm, students can receive feed-
back on u,orkbixik exercises or exams
much faster than if they had to wait for
wacher feedback. This responsive fea-
ture is one of the hallmarks of comput-
ers in educational applications.

While computers will be tied to-
gether in intiirmation networks, each
local computer will pack more and
more processing and storage capacity
into smaller and cheaper packages.
Micro(inputeN the size of typewriters
or portable television sets will be able
to perform many tasks in "stand alone-
mode. The problems that many educa-
tional institutions now have with time.

sharing systems (slow response-tinw
and unavailabilVy of ports at peak use
times) may well become bad memories
of the computer's dinosaur era.

Rather than isolate people from



each other, computers can help people
to communicate and du collective
problem-solving. Computers .facilitate
'oollahorative efforts through computer
"conferencing," a means of holding an
ongoing discussion by entering items
and responses into computer files.
Such s,stems can be used by students,
teachers, trainers, administrators, and
parents. Students and teachers from all
over the country could share ideas
through a central computer tile and
communicate directly with other indi-
viduals through private message files.

As computer systems become more
capable they will notonly store activity
files for claSsrooMs or catalogs and in-
dexes of available print and media in-
formation for libraries; they will even-
tually store millions of books and
periodicals, films and television pro-
grams, for instant retrieval. Computers
will he super-libraries, jukeboxes for
accessing the archives of civilization

unlimited resources for learning and
decision-making.

Computers
as Learning Aids

interactive games. From the
viewpoint of this early-education
specialist, the feature of computersand
the mode of utilization that holds the
most obvious promise for young chil-
.dren in the preschool and elementary
years is the use of computers to present
learning in gamelike situations with
immediate feedback. High/Scope is in
the first year of, a long-term course of
action desIgned to demonstrate multi-
ple useS of electronic interactive sys-
tems in the kind of learnipg environ-
ment that we call "open framework."
The High/Scope schools in Ypsilanti
using the Cognitively Oriented Cur-
riculum present a matrix within which
to study computer utilization. In our
preliminary investigations of the use of
computer systems in our elementary
classroom, it is the fascination with a
pinball-like interactive system that
stands out when one watches young
children in front of a computer
terminalwhether it is the University
of Illinois' computer-based education
system, Ina.TO, Or the intermediate
school district's timesharing system
based on an H-P 2000 "minicomputer"
or the Commodore PET (a microcom-
puter).

In our work with preschool and
elementary children we arc discover.
ing that computer games can power-
fully motivate the learning of basic

skills and sophisticated concepts. If one
builds into games an opportunity to in-
crease skill systematically (such as hy
doing something faster each time ) or to
advance to a more complex or difficult
task, it is not necessary to "manage" the
student's progress by maintaining
elaborate student records in the com-
puter. Each student's tile can be in his
or her own head, with teachers and
parents looking at printouts of the ac-
tual games the student has been playing
to get an idea of the child's level of
chievement. Rather than prescribe the

child's learning exp.rience, the com-
puter can present an inviting menu
from which the child otn choose, free-
ing him or her from adults' limited
ability to define optimal educational
experiences for a particular student.
Computer games can simultant.ously
incorporate fantasy elements, systema-
tic feedback, and competition as well as
foster teamwork, cooperation, and
cros.s-age *nelping.

The power of interactive systems
to attract users, including young chil-
dren, to invite them to "play," and to
give them feedback, approximates the
sort of learning process that occurs
when a child learns to talk, walk, play
an instrument, ride a bicycle, perfect
athletic skills. O.K. Moore impres-
sively demonstrated the power of inter-
active systems to teach reading and
writing skills to very young children
over a decade ago, but the systems on
which the "talking typewriter" were
based were too expensive for wide.
spread use. New technology changes
the cost factor, and makes the systems
even more fun to use.

Of course interactive systems can
get boring, like any new toy. Variety and
increasing challenge must he built into
interactive computer-based activities,
or they may become tedious. Appar-
ently such electronic games as pinball
and the Star Trek games played on
timesharing systems are sufficiently
challenging to become addictive to
thousands of people, from high-school
students to computer scientists. Surely
elements of these successfully de-
signed program.s can be incorporated
into electronic games for school and
home use.

In computer games the computer
can present the "hoard" on which the
game occurs, or it can play the role of
an opponent. Several people at dif-
ferent locations can play each other
through a central computer. Games of
chance, games of skill, instructional
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games, classic board games, mathemat-
ical recreations are already available,
though most of them have not been
adapted for elementary-school chil-
dren. High/Scope staff are beginning
the process of modifying and inventing
games that will stimulate ning of
basic concepts aild applicnion of crea-
tive problem-solving techniques for
children from preschool through sixth
grade.

Tutorial systems. More ambi-
tious and complex than games, whole
tutorial courses are of course possible
on interactive computer systems. To
avoid the "brick wall" phenomenon
of trappin& the student in a sequence
of steps, features can he huilt in that
give the student the option of proceed-
ing in certain directions rather than
leaving the "flow" entirely to the deter-
mination of the course author and
the computer. Students in curricula
already developed for systems such
as PLATO and TICCIT can choose to
explore reference materials request
more information about the organiza-
tion of a particular discipline or do-
main (a -map"), request a review, a
quiz, examples, easier or more difficult
material, and so forth. Tutorial pro-
grams incorporated into the home or
in open classrooms could permit chil-
dren to master skills (such as reading
music or speaking a foreign language)
when they choose to do so rather than
as part of a group progressing toward
the same goals. A challenge to cur-
riculum developers in early education
is to relate morials to the concrete ex-
periences of the child.'

Drill and practice systems.
One major reason for the widespread
resistance to "open" educational envi-
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ronmenb that invite student initiative
and do not prescribe specific learning
experienc::.s for most of the day Ls that

often appear to leave -maswry of
basic skills to chance. Teachers in such
classrooms are often overwhelmed
with logistical problems as they try -to
interact with diverse groups of learners
on an individualized basis. Electronic
systems ofter an ideal method of giving
students interesting and challenging
opportunities to consolidate skills and
concepts they have acquired through
concrete and active learning. Examples
are practicing reading skcills and
mathematical algotithms, learning vo-
cabulary in a foreign Language, mem-
orizMg the multiplication table. The
rote, information and the number of
"overlearned" skills that we expect
children to master in elementary
schmil is quite finite. Surely these basic
skills and concepts will he easily mas-
tered in the future through electronic
systems, perhaps even mostly at home,
leaving schools to provide much more
stimulating "concrete" experiences.

The elementary-grades math and
reading drills developed by Patrick
Suppes and dis.ributed hy the Com-
puter Curriculum Corporation provide
an example of a first generation of
computer-managed drill and practice
materials. Future materials for elemen-
tary students will probably he more
gamelike, more like the ingenious
math games developed by the Urbana
PLATO group, and they will he deliv-
ered on units more like the PET mi-
crocomputer, with its low-cost graphics,
cr the pocket calculator drill/practice
devices such as the Texas Instruments'
Dataman.

Representing complex pro-
CeSeell. Computers, even for elemen-
tary students, will provide a means for
representing complex processes in
order to help students discover rehi-
tionships and isolate variables. Axles
of representing processes include
building and revising mathematical
models, writing computer programs,
planning a sequence of steps involved
in any classroom project, simulating
physical and social systems, analyzing
t!ata quantitatively. Students at the
11;,i,h/Scope School are fascinated by
sin'ulawd journeys across the Oregon
Trail (a program developed by the
Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortium). ;Ailey are getting a sense
of some simple economic principles hy
operating a computer-simulated
iemonade stand (also an MECC pro-
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gram), and are even able to experience
vicariously the process Of making a soft
landing on the moon while conserving
a limited amount of fuel.

Not surprisingly, most of the simu-
lations developed for school comput-
ers are designed, at this point, for use
by students of high-school age or older
(e.g., Ludwig Braun's Huntington simu-
lations of physical and ecological and
social systems). Given coMputer sys-
tems that can represent processes
graphically and in "real time" rather
than with successive printouts, it is just
a nutter of time before young children
can experience systematically the op-
erations of universes not directly acces-
sible in the nonelectronic school envi-
ronment. Seymour Papen at MIT has
dcveloped a programming language,
LOGO, and a set of such universes,
"Mathland," that permit children to
learn the languages of geometry and
algebra as well as the logic of compact-
programming during the elementary-
school years; these concepts are
learned as children attempt to move a
"Lurtle" across a plane using mathemat-
ical expressions.l.earning to program a
computer is in itself an exercise in logic
and problem-solving, analysis and
synthesis.

A tool for creative activity.
Some of the most impressive work with
computers and young children has
been done from the perspective of
making the computer into a tool for
creative activity rather than a presenter
of questions and answers. Alan Kay and
Adele Goldberg at the Xerox Palo Alto
Research. Center have perhaps taken
this apprOach the furthest, as described
in Kay's September 1977 article in Sd-
emitic American. The Xerox group has
shown that junior-high-school children
can compose music, create animated
cartoons, and write stories, given a
powerful programming language such
as their SMALLTALK language, -and a
computer oriented to color anima-
tions, music, and text. Already pre-
school children are "doodling.' elec-
tronically in color on their home Tv
sets on devices such as Fairchild's vid-
eoganw unit. Music symhesizers have
become inexpensive additions to
home computer systems, musical de-
vices useful for active exploraion by
young children of the...principles of
music theory and notation. The ability
to edit a computer-composed product
makes the computer an ideal medium
for playfully creating, revising, and re-
shapirg anything, as one would play
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with playdough. The work of Kay and
Goldberg suggests the scope of what is
possible. Electronic lego blocks, i.e.,
computer-screen representatiOns of
three-dimensional objects and envi-
ronments built up from basic geomet-
ric shapes, are being used by engineers
and artists. Young children will have
access to such systems, too, and new
creative energies will be unleashed.

Student assessment. Assess-
Ment of student progress nd goals can
be accomplished in open educational
environments by interactive cimiputer
systems. Student writing, for example,
can be entered into the computer tiles
and analyzed for dimensions such as
are already incorporated in, and
computer-scored by, the High/Scope
Productive Language A.ssessment Tasks
( PLAT). Computers will be used to con-
struct self-assessment quizzes t'or
elememary-school students, just as
item pools are sampled by compUters
at the university level now. The advan-
tage of constructing quizzes and tests
from large Item pools is that it prevents
the evaluation procedure from danger-
ously narrowing the curriculum to only
those items that will he on the exam.

Since computers can keep track of
student responses and modes of com-
puter utilization, they can he enor-
mously useful as research and evalua-
tion tools. Learning activities that have
computer-based elements may be
easier to improve systematically than
activities in which both processes and
outcomes are less well documented.

Three Views of
the Near Future

Will these various uscs of com-
puter systems change the learning and
teaching process as we know it? What
are the implkations for families, for
schools, for teachers, for students?
liere are three contrasting views:

A golden age of learning.
!ionic and set-1(w! learning, according
to this view of the future, will be reVo-
lutionized by the maril uses of com-
puter systems. Teachers will become
liberated from uncreative tasks such as
repetitious lectures and recitations,
correcting tests, grading, checking
workbook and homework assign-
ments. Teachers will welcome com-
puters as indispensable tools of their
trade, just as farmers have conic to re-
gard tractors. Students, stimulated by
the power of interactive electronic sys-
tems, will master basic skills easily and
joyfully. inw ctive electronic systems



will invite students to explore many
domains of human knowledge and en-,
.deavor. Because of their interactive-'

-;;-:-.=:-,iiatt4c., electronic systenks based on
microelectrimic components will ad-
vance the eause of progressive educa-
tion in the Dewey And Paget traditions,
rather than remain the tools of those,
often of behavioristic orientation, who
believelhat the ideal learning envi-
ronment has goals explicitly stated by
the instructor and not by the student.
The individualization of learning goals,
content, and methods made possible
by computers will make the.flexibility
inherent in "open" alternative learning
settings more attractive to teachers,
Parents, and students than at present.
The widespread availability of "basic
skills" programs and other educational
software for home computer systems
will redefine the public's expectations
of school learning.

Optimists see computers-on-chips
making it possible through mass educa-
tion for most students to achieve broad
competence actively and in a develop-
mentally appropriate manner. Inquiry,
problem-solving skills, and represema-
tion will he integrated with concrete
experiences via the computer. Diverse
student interests, abilities, and goals
will be supported. The computer will
become an equalizer, in the sense that
it will give previously disadvantaged
youngsters access to a wide range of
skills and information, plus the mo-
tivational elements (he.. computers
giVe immediate-feedback, are non-
tiireatening, fun, challenging but not
frustrating) to use these resources.
Lifelong learning will become a reality
for millions through the combination
of print and video media with an in-
teractive component which can be ac-
cessed at home as easily as anywhen7
else in a community or the country. '-

Learning that stresses student in-
itiative and breadth of experience will
blossom, because the logistical prob-
lems confrontinLteachers with large
classes will be solved through in-
creased use of interactive electronic
'systems. One version of the golden-age
scenario sees schools as institutions so
substantially altered in their function
by new technologies that they are ulti-
Mately transformed into learning cen-
ters operating more like libraries or
museums than classrooms.All stu-
dents will have access _to tools and
karning aids of all kinds, much as
they do in the open-classroom environ-
ments of today.

An age of dehumanization.
Perhaps a unified information /educa-

--tit* /communications network is
merely the final step toward a night,
mare world of thought control. At the
very least, pessimists suggest, comput-
ers will -do for thinking what the au-
tomobile did for walking and television
did for reading. Perhaps school. will
undergo great strife over the issue of
"capital intensive" vs. "labor intensive"
techniques and will come to repeat
the sad history of American passenger
railroads, in which fights over job secu-
rity and technological innovation dis-
tracted attention from the fact that the
entire system was dying because of its
inability to change.

Will schools become capital inten-
sive, and will classrooms he replaced
by cubicles in which students interact
only with machines? Are we sure that
technology will support humanistic
values when so often it seems to under-
mine them? Will computers he tx:ed in
place of experience with real people,
places, and materials? Television sets in
homes and textbooks and "seatwork-
in schools have already replaced many
real, direct experiences. Will com-
puters exacerbate this trend? Will
drill-and-practice and programmed
CAI become thci dominant formats,
rather than the more open-ended ap-
plicatkms of interactive electronic
systems? Will learners he trapped in
step-by-step strands, blocks, and levels,
unable to pursue their own paths to
their own objectives?

Instead of becoming an equanzer
of class differences, electronic systeMs,
say the pessimists, will widen class and
caste harriers by giving children of af-
fluent families access to learning re-
sources that others cannot afford. Will
children who have access to computers
from the time they can sit up become a
computer priesthood, leaving the
computer illiterates doomed to low-
prestige roles in society?

Business as usual. In addition
to the optimists and pessimists, one
.comes across many educators who
simply do not believe that interactive
mit* 'electronic systems will change
teachn . And learning significantly one
way or another. They point out that
computer technology and telecom-
munications have been around for
years Radio, television, and computers
themselves have been a fact 'of life for
North Americans for quite a while, but
so far they have.hrought about neither
a golden age nor a 1984/Brave New

World-style dystopia. Just because a
pew technology could he used to
cllange the wny people learn doesn't
\mean 14at it will he directly employed
by the uducadonal establishment in
imaginative ways. Tekvision is the
2rime case in point.

Schools as :nstitutions have heen
remarlobly impervious to technolog
ical change. Transportaoon and com-
munications technologies have cer-
tainly affected schools, but only indi-
rectly, throur;11 changes in people and
communities rather than in the nature
of classroom instruction. Even some
individuals deeply involved in -instruc.
tional- computing believe that the
computer's only function in schools
is to teach children to use existing
computer languages and to perform
mathematical calculations. In their
view, computers are too expensive and
"technical- for young children to
employ, except perhaps for drill-and-
pract ice exercises.

Individuals working in the com-
puter industry often point out that cor-
porations aixi individuals with the tal-
ent and resources to produce software
for educational applications will find
other markets more profitable than
schools. Commercial televisiim's Lick
of educationally, oriented program-
ming is cited as evidence that the home
market, also, is interested in enwrtain-
inent ratherthan learning. Given in-
stantaneous access to any page in any
book in the Library of caingress. or ac-
cess to any college course in the cowl-,
try, will the average citii.en prefer to
watch Celebrity Bionic Football on tele-
vision? Will compUwrs married to vid-
eo-disc simply permit seven-year-olds
to instantly retrieve works from the
''l Love Lucy'. corpus?
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In the81960's several large corpo-
rations lost money trying to market
educational technology products; theY

may be reluctant to re-enter .this mar-
ket. Are the costs of computer-based
systems nowso much less that the wave
of first attempts can now bear fruit, or
are there problems more fundamental
than economic ones? Certainly the
home ofpersonal microcomputer of
today Will not instantly usher in the
millennium..For one thing, the mi-
crocomputer industry has major
hardware and software compatibility
problemson the order of the Lick of
stanthrdization that has made quad-
raphonic sound such a dud. It is pos-
sible that no one will buy the hardware
because of lack of applications soft-
ware, and conversely no applications
software will be produced because
the market is too fragmented among
owners of different machines speaking

'different computer languages and ac-
cepting different kinds of input/out-
put devices and storage media.

Shaping the Finnic
Given both optimistic and pes-

simistic predictions about the impact of
miCriielectronic, technologies, as well
as the prediction of negligible effects,
how can those of us concerned with the
education of young "'ldren come to
terms with the potential of microelec-
tronic systems? The assumption that
makes most sense to us is that the po-
tential of tlwse systeMs is as great as
those promising a golden age say it is.
BUT we must very purposefully work
towai'd utilizatkm of that potential in
education. Computers have been so lit-
tle used in nentary-scht A)! and pre-
school sc:f ci A., that we must give high
priority t e!..tending development
work and applying it outside of the
laborat!iiries where pioneering work in
electriioic learning system. is being
done. And we need systematic evalua-
tion and re,warch into optimal charac-
terlsticsofinwractive systems for Voung
chikired, For example, what are the op-
timal modes Of utilizatiiin for different
tievelovinental levels? How can the
.computet be used to do the t011owing:
'encourage ax)peration a1114ing learn-
ers: increase home involvement in
learning; improve mastery of basic
skills in "open- classes; support stu-
,dent-initiated inquiry, active problem-
!Allying, and decision-making: widen
the scope of student experieiwes and
improve the articulxicin between sym-
bolic and concrete learning activities;
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and free teachers for creative and pei
sonal involvement in student learning?

The golden age of learning will
notautomatieally arrive. We need good
R & D work among groups seeking to
marry computer systems and student-
initiated learning. We need to evaluate
the utiliration of computer system,' in
learning settings other than school
.classrooms, settings such as homes aod
community computer-leatning cen-
ters. We also need to establish infor-
mation networks to keep each other
informed about the computer appli-
Cations being developed all over the
country. These tasks highlight the
course of action that High/Scope:plan-
ners and developers will he taking in
the mon'ths to come.

The High/Scope research and de-
velopment program on computer sys-
tems in early learning will seek to
complement other research and de-
veloptnent effarts around the country.
In our particular approach we plan to
combine the following elements:

Demonstration and development
of computer applications that stimulate
creativity and initiative in young chil-
dren (preschool and elementary
grades).

Demonstration and exploration of
multiple uses of computer systems in
an "open framewOrk- classroom envi-
ronment and in -a community "com-
puter arcade."

Imegration of applications with
an existing curriculum framework,
the !Ugh/Scope Cognitively Oriented
Curriculum,

Use of inexpensive microcom-
puter-based systems where possible,

Provision of information'services
to early educatkm specialists and par-,
ents concerning computer applica-
tions.

Cooperation with leading techni-
cal innovators and software systems
developers around the countrycon-
centrating the impact of diverse devel-
opment effOrts by demonstrating them
in one place and by bringing leading
computers-in-early-education groups
into closer contact.

investigation of the ways in which
parents and teachers as well as young
children interact with computers.

Since we are still in the planning
and expliiration phase of a long-term
plan, we very much welconie reader
comm,ins and suggestions. particu-
larly as to ways in which we can coop-
eraw with other scliools and projects
involved in computer applications.
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Can the wuy mothm and isoung
children act with one another

?nake a dfference in children's
current and later learnnzg?

Child-care professionaL5 vary uickty
in their ansuvrs to this qui-vion. This

article deicribes and intoprets fix, longi-
tudinal nisearch that underlie flight

Scope's ion: that the mother-thild rela-
ffon1iP both influences and is

influenced b.), children's
early learning. Each

mother-child pair must
be seen by profex4onals

as a unique relationship
betulAW unique persons,

each of whom influ-
ences the other Our

illidelValtdilig of
parent-child biter--

action, and of its
impact on children's

lew7ling, is deepened
to the degree that ut,

acknouledge and
respect this recitwocitv.

Parent-child Interaction
and Children's Learning
by Ann S. Epstein &Judith Evans

We have to gca aw.iy from the influence of belief in bald single forces.
whether tlwy are thought of as intrinsically ps)duilugical ur ttiligia1 . . We

have to analyze conditions h% (43servations. which are as discriminating as
they are extensive, until we disc( ler specific interactions that are taking place.
arid learn to think in terms of interactions instead ollOrce, We are fed to search
even for the coniiitions which have given the interacting factors the posi,er
they pi issess,

,141H \ DI-N% FY

fretim and Callum

,

FinROM 1968 to 1971 a group of
mothers and their infants living
Ypsilanti, Michigan participated

in a home visiting program, the Yp-
silanti-Carnegie Infant Education Proj;
ect. At the end of the project, when the
children were about tw years old.
mOthers were observed teaching their
children a simple game, and children
were tested to measure their cognitive
and-linguistic development. Five years
later, when the children were seven
years old, mothers and children were
again observed in a teaching/learning
situation, and children were given
standardized tests, also focusing on
cognitive and linguistic abilities, to
measure their academic aptitude and
achievement. The figure below shows:
the measures used with mothers and
children, when they were adminis-
tered, and which relationships were
explored and found to be important. In
this article we will describe those di-
mensiors of mother-child interaction
which we have found to have important
relationships to children's perform-
ance on the various measures at ages
two and seven. (An additional purpose
of the research, evaluating the short-
and long-term impact of the home visit-
ing program, will not be reported here
but is detailed in two other I ligh /Scope
publications.'

Research Philosophy
Two beliefs guided the develop-

ment of our research measures and our
interpretation of research results. First
is that researchers must let the data tell
them which patterns of family interac-
tion are beneficial or harmful to the
child, rather than prejudge what con-
stitutes "e;fcctive parenting." Applied
to our research. this belief means
that the interaction styles we have
termed "positive- or "negative- areNot
so lapelled a priori but are empiNc
cal Iv determined; that is, they were'
found to have positive or negative
associations svith the measures of chil-
dren's learning.

The second belief guiding the re-
search is that mothers behavior and
children's pet-fin-mance are recipnical.
In other words, rather than make only
causal ccinnectitms ( i.e., "If the mother

'Thu initial program And it impact o, du
"crthcd in Limbic, Bond % iki It, /untie
Teaching tt ub Muthers and Inftimx. Mimi!

,11 (hi, I figh/stiv Educanitnal Rcm.%nch
Found,Aii to, 2, 19-4. h ri...ults IIt
hc rcponed to inogr.iph Epqvin 1Vci

puNo.livil thc hinoilontm in 19-9
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does X, then the child will do r), we
should see both mother and Child as

, continuously engaged in a proceas of
mutual initiatiOn and response. This
belief, though earlier given theoretical
and empirical support (e.g., Bell, 1968),
is only belatedly receiving-widespread
attention in the literature on parent-
child relations. Applied to the research
described here, it requires that our ohs
servational tools look to the spontane-
ous and responsive behaviors of both
mothers and children; and that our in-
terpretations of significant correlations
be phrased in terms which emphasize
the twO-way effects that mothers' be-
havior and children's manifest abilities
have upon one another. Thus, in the
figure below we picture relationships
at age two or age seven with a double-
headed arrow to indicate the bi-
directionality of effects. (Although rela-
tionships from age two to age seven are
logically seen in a single direction or
tirneline i.e., one can't talk of be-
havior at age seven influencing be-
havior at age two mother-child in-
teractions when the child was two years
old are related to measures of chil-
dren's learning at age seven because of
the continuous interaction of mother
and child during the five-year interval.)

These two beliefs, empiricism in
defining effective parenting and mutu-
ality of influence between mother and
child, should he kept in mind as the
reader reviews our research.

Research Sample
The research results reported

here are based on a total sample of 53
families, 39 of which were assessed
when the child was age two and again
when the child was age seven, and 14 of
which were assessed only when the
child was age two.2 Families were
evenly divided according to ethnic
background and sex of child. All were
identified as working-class. The aver-
ageeducation for the mothers was 10.7
years, and the occupation of t he head of
household was generally classified as
unskilled. All familits lived in or near
the city of Ypsilanti./ s

Research Instruments
Two measures developed hy

!Ugh/Scope staff were used to observe

210 milwite program elk 14 Lmillies
were added to the longitudinal siud.- because it
was felt ttut the reltuLtrasstNstnents since infamy
constituted A program "treatment° ft u the origi-

c, nal control group, resulting in an underesAin.0
tion of the.program's effectiveness.
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mothers and children interacting. The
Verbal Interaction Record was used at
age two; the Mutual Problem-Solving
Task was used at age seven. . le both
measures use a relatively standardized
situation to observe mother-child in-
teractions, the pair were left free to
generate" their own behavioral style

within the context of this situation.
The verbal Interaction Record

(VIR). Mothers were asked to first en-
courage their two-year-olds to talk and
then to teach them a simple block game
(a method pioneered by Hess & Ship-
man, 1967). These activities, lasting
an average of 15 minutes, were au-
diotaped in the family's own home.
Loses were later transcribed and
mothers' verbal behavior was coded to
measure the total amount and content
of their speech. Five major coding
categories were used:

"Expansions- were coded when
the mother repeated and then elabo-
rated upon sonwthing the child said.

"Questions- were coded when the
mother asked the child questions as a
teaching strategy.

-Imperatives- were coded when
the mother gave orders to the child, i.e.,
told the child to do something.

"Negative imperatives- were
coded when the mother gave the child
a negative order, i.e., told the child not
to do something.

"Negative declaratives- were
coded when the mother gave a negative
answer as a means of instructing or
coinrolling the child.

The Mutual ProNem-Soking Tusk
(MPST). Mother and children were ob-
served baking cookies together at
home when children were seven rears
old. Ohservers stressed that there were
nc 7 "right- or "wrong- ways to behave,
and that they were interested in learn-
ing about the variety of ways mothers
and children approached this task. The
MYST situation was standardized bv
providing families with a choice of il-

lustrated recipes and all necessary, as
well as optional, utensils and ingre.
clients. Mothers and children generally
completed the baking task (i.e.; prepar-
ing the batter and placing the pan in the
oven) in less than 30 minutes.

Four major coding groups, each
with several categories, were used to
code the ongoing behavior of mothers
and children:

"Affect" categories were positive
and negative and. were used to record
such behaviors as smiling, laughing,
frowning, scolding, etc.

"Task involvement- categories
permitted the observer to record
whether the mother and child were
working together, each was working
alone, one was working while the other
watched, or one was working while the
other was not paying attention to the
cookie-baking task.

"Request- categories were used to
record attempts to get assistance. Re-
quests could be for help, direction, in-
formation, or evaluation and were
further categorized as being verbal
and/or physical.

"Provide- categories were used to
record attempts to give assistance.
Parallel to requests, provisions could
be help, direction, information, or
evaluation. The quality of behavior was
further categorized as verbal and/or
physical, convergent or divergent,
spontaneous or respOnsive, and sup-
portive or restrictive./

Toddler measures. Two assess-
nwnts administered at home were used
with children at age two. The Language
Scale developed by project staff indi-
cated the amount and sophisticafion of
children's verhal hehavior during the
same activities used to code the
VIR for the mother. Cognitive devel-
opment was measured with a stan-
dardized test, the Memal Scaic of the
Bayley Scales of Infant Development.

Childhood measures. Two stan-
dardized tests, both predictors of

MFAVIRES REIATING MOTHER-CIIIID INTERACTION
AND CHILDREYS LEAkVING

AGE OF CHILD Two years old Seven years old
MEASURES OF
MOTHEXCHILD
INTERAC11ON

MEASURES OF
CHILDREN'S
LEARNING

Verbal Interaction (3)
Record

Bayley

Language SCa le

Mutual Problem-
!. .

Solving Task

,i4
13inet

&
Metropolitan Achivement Test

Note Numbers parenthows ccIrrespond rela how:hip riportril in IN, wctu in on reward; reNult,

13



"Researchers must let
the data tell them .

which patterns of
family interaction
are beneficial or
harmful, rather
than prejudge
what constitutes
effective
parenting."

academic success, were given to chil-
dren in school at age seven,' The
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale mea-
sures school aptitude, The Metropoli-
tan Achievement Test measures chil-
dren '! actual achievement in reading
and mathematics.

Research Results
There were four major findings:
(1) At age two, and again at

age seven, ways in which mothers
and children interact during tbe
observed teaching activities are
significantly related to measures
ofchildren's learning. A positive in-
teraction style at age two was found to
be one in which mothers expand upon
what the child is saying and ask the
child questions as a teaching strategy
during the Hock game; this style pre-
dicts high performance by children on
learning nwasures. Negative interac-
tions include giving "do's" and
-don't's" and "no's- in response to the
child's efforts and questions and pre-
dict lower performance on stan-
dardized tests.

At age seven, two interaction styles
during the cookie-baking task were
found to be positive. In the first,

'High/Scope researchers have found "actual
school success,- i.e.. regular grade and class
pi:Kemal! . 44,.% oppowtt to retention and 5rx...cial
cticication prograMS, to he a crucial outcome in
their other longitudinal studies of early child-
hood education programs. Since children in the
infant follow-up study reported here were on ly
first grade, however, it was too early to itse actual
school sitccess as a valid criterion; most special
placement does not tlegin until children are in
second or third grade

"teaching/learning," mothers and
dren share the activities. They talk a great
deal, and their communication goes
beyond that which is necessary to just
complete the preparatit).1 of the cookie
batter. There is mutual excl. lange of in-
formation, and mothers pose questions
with the intention of encouraging chil-
dren's independent problem-solving
skills. The second positive style, "task
efficiency,- is also characterized by
nusthers and children working to-
gether on the task. The focus of their
joint activity, however, is directed more
toward the cookie-baking per se. Ver
hal exchanges are often accompanied
by physical interactions. Children seek
assistance and mothers provide this
assistance while at the same time cor-
recting children's mistakes in order to
improve their performance. The one
negative style at age seven is best de-
scribed by the term "low interaction."
In contrast to the shared activity of the
two positive styles, the low interaction
style is characterized by a passive child
who either watches or is given one or
two small tasks to do alone, while the
mother works independently to corn-
plete the cookie-baking activity; in-
teractions, verbal or physical, are at 3
minimum.

(2) Mother-thild interaction
styles at. age two significantly
predict children's academic suc-
cess five years later. Specifically,
when mothers and two-yearolds are
observed to have positive verbal in-
teractions; children perform well on
school measures five years later. Con-
versely, negative verbal interactions at

4 .1. 4 ,!

4.112

5.

age two are associated with poor
academic performance at age seven.

(3) Mother-thild interaction
styles at age two are only some:
wbat predictive of interaction
styles at age seven. Cbildren's lin-
guistic development at age two,
however, is highly predictive of
their academic success five years
later. Specifically, negative interaction
styles appear to be quite stable over
time. Positive interactions at age two,
while not becoming negative with time,
do ntn maintain wmparable intensities
five 't.!ars later. Put retrospectively, the
antecedents of negative interactk ins at
age seven can he found at least as early
as age two; the antecedents of positive
interactions are less clear.

Children's linguistic develop-
ment, observed in the interaction activ-
ity at age two, is strongly correlated
with their academic aptitude and
achievement at the end of first grade.
The greater the quantity and sophistica-
tion of language at the earlier age, the
better the child's performance five
sears later,

(4) At both ages, two and sev-
en, interaction style is a more
crucial correlate of children's
learning abilities tban is socio-
economic status. Interaction style,
rather than SES, has the strongest rela-
tion to children's cognitive, linguistic,
and academic ability. 'While this is at
least partly a statistical artifact (i.e., the
relatively narrow SES range of the sam-
ple limits the possibility ot' finding a
significant correlation with other var.
iahles ), the interaction data also reveal
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an important truth about family rela-
tionships. Contrary to stereotypes,
working-class families cannot be
characterized by any one interaction
style. A wide range of mother-child be-
haviors is evident even in this relatively
small sample. Furthermore, within this
range, all families show at least some
positive interactions, and a number of
these supposedly "high risk- families
(including some that had not received
any program -treatment-) in fact share
a great deal of warm and stimulating
parent-child activities.

What These
Findings Mean

Our interpretatiun of thrse results
is based upon the two beliefs stated ear-
lier! the need for an empirically based
definition of effective parenting, and
the mutuality of influence between
mothers and children. The research re-
sults define positive and negative in-
teraction styles empirically by showing
the positive or negative associations of
interaction styles with measures of
children's leirning. Positive styles en
compass a range of hehavkvs in which
a Child Is an active participant in a learn-
ing situation and mothers use question-
ing as a teaching strategy to promote
the development of their children's
linguistic and problem-solving skills.
Negative styles are characterized by
restrictive interactions during tod-
dlerhood (Le.. parental sanctions and
prohibitions as children endeavor
to learn) and by few interactions later
in childhood (i.e., parental exclusion
and passivity of the child in learning
situations).
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Because the child and the mother
are partners in the interaction process,
our measures emphasize mutuality by
observing both of them in the block
and baking activities. Reciprocity is also
acknowledged in our interpretation of
the data: Parent-child interaction styles
must be seen as a result as well as a
cause of children's learning. That is to
sav, a mother's perception of her
child's competence, and thereby her
style of interaction with the child, is
likely to ht: influenced hy the child's
manifet .thilities and attitudes.

While the interrelation of interac
tick] style and chiklren's performance
can he ohserved at a single IN n nt in
time. we must infer their mutual influ-
ence during the tive-year interval from
age two to age seven. This inference is
best supported hy the stability of neg-
ative interaction styles over time to-
gether with pt hirer child performance
at both ages. It is possible to develop 11
picture of a circular and unproductive
relationship in which restrictive in-
teractkms and the child's limited ctmt
petence result in further limitations on
both the parent-child relationship and
the child'S level of learning

The inference of a continuous rec.
iprocity between parent-child rela-
tionships and children's learning is
more difficult to supptirt with regard to
positive behavior. While our data show
that positive interactions at age two did
predict betier performance :it age sey-
en, we did not simultaneously observe
these same families in corresponding-
ly high levels of positive interaction at
this later age. This finding. however,
may indicate not a decrease in such

I

"Mothers' behavior and
children's performance
are reciprocal.
Both mother and

child...

beneficial interactions but only a
change in their nature which our later
observation measure did not capture.
A motherls expliiit emphasis on lan-
guage is after all most appropriate dur-
ing toddlerhood when her child is
actually learning to talk. The verbal
element in supportive interactions at
age seven may become relatively im-
plicit, particularly in a problem-solving
situation requiring physical partici
ration such as the baking activity.
This interpretation means that an early
focus on parent,child conversation can
provide children with a necessary
"head start- fin- learning (an interpreta-
tion ,supptirted by the findings of major
researchers such as V'hite et al., 19-3),

-but this initial preparation must then he
sustained by continued parent-child in-
teractions appropriate to varied situa-
tions and cohsistent with the L'ItilLIS
level 01 development. Such.:111 interpre-
talk in implies that parents are
tivr teachers to dui extent that they lire
aware of anu sensitive to the derelt ip-

mental capacity which the child brings
to the interaction setting.

Finally, that interaction style is
more strongly related to children's
emergent learning abilities than
sock W0)110014: StlitilS needs to he em-
phasized, particulady in the concep-
tualization of parenting programs. Cer-
tainly the stresses of poverty may in-
crease the likelihood that parents have
less "energy" to devote to their interac-
tions with titeir children. hut SES hv it-
self in no way dictat'es what the parent,
child relationship Will be in am given
family. Any I if i multitude of problems
(e.g.. divorce, extreme youth or age of



...are continuously
engaged in a
process of
miltual initiation
and response."

parents. family illness. a child's hand-
icaps. mi wing to anew city) may con-
tribute to difficulties in parent-child re-
lationships. These difficulties, as well as
individual ego strengths. cut across cul-
tural background. The existence of
nonsuppt mive family relationships,
and the consequent need for assis-
tance. must be empirically dettrmined
and not stereotypically assumed.

What do these findings and in-
terpretations mean for the develop-
ment of parent-infant interven04 in pro- ;

grams? One of the primary implicaticms
of the resuhs is that they suggest an ap-
Fropriatc focus for such programs, The ;
datathdicate that it is inappropriate to ;

k`US infailf development, as."
matw infant-education programs did in '
the 1960s, just as it is inappropriate to
make the mother the prime target; the
appropriate focus is the mother-child
interaction process. A second imphca-
lion is that these programs should he
available to families at all socio-
economic levels, since positive ad nega-
tive interaction styles are to he found
within all socioeconomic situations. A
third implication is that we now have an
empirical definition of "effective
parenting" if -effectiveness'' is
seen to he reflected in a child's per-
formance on developmental scales
and achievement tests. The empirical
definition of effective paren ling c ncom-
passes'a wide range of parenting styles,
There is no prescribed style, hut there
are imeraction characteristics which
are positively correlated with cog-
nitive/linguistic development and aca
demic achievement.

Combined, these implications
mean that parenting programs should
be made available to all parent-child
pairs whose style of interacticm can he
categorized as generally -negative,-
regardless of the socioeconomic status
of the family. The pr(per ft icus fcir the
priigram should he on strengthening
whatever is p(isitive in ihe parent-child
interacticm sivle. In general, the pro-
gram should help the parents under-
stand the ways in which their behavitif
generates a response in the infant, and
the ways in which the infant, [hi-A nigh
temperament and behavior, generates
a respi Inse in them. One of the primary
purposes .of working with parents,
then, is to provide an atmosphere in
which parents are able to observe their
infant, interpret their own and the in-
fant's hehavior and responses, and seek
ways to change negative patterns ot iii
teractim to positive ones.

Parents who are discouraged he-
cause their child is not as responsive as
they would wish can he made aware of
the fact that infants, even infants in the
same family, differ from each other in
disposition and temperament with
some children it is simply more difficult
to get enthusiastic respcmses. Relatively
inexpressive infants, however, needn't
be "doomed- from the start if their par-
ents learn ui observe and appreciate
the particular ways in which their chil
dren demonstrate their abilities and
sfunv unmistakable signs of growth and
development.

Summary
The longitudinal resear'eh re-

ported in this article 'identified a vari-

I 6

ety of positive dimensions of parent-
child interaetion, and a few negative
styles, which effectively predict ail-
& en's perfornunce tin standardized
achievement tests and lead to an em-
pirically derived definition of effective
parenting. The findings suggest that
an appropriaw focus of parent-infant
programs is the interactive process,
and an appropriate goal cif such pro-
grams is to prmide support for the de-
velopment of hoth parent and child. L'_]

(10.sti'lls'il II, IN.%
tra,s tirrtgigh 110141.% Trion the
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The Developmental Attitude

Watch a baby playing with her
foot this isn't just random be-
havior but an act of discovery. Ob-
serve a four-year-old boy handling a
pair of scissor s awkwatdly,-,---atig may
never have seen a pair of sassors be-
fore. Listen to a graduate student
dispute, with great vehemence,
some theoretical statement he
is simply trying to understand
the statement in terms of his own
experience.

Recognizing the broad pattern
of development in the other perain,
the teacher tries to make sure'xhat
the person is taking the next .!4eics
forward within that pattern. If the
teacher sees that the person is taking
that next step, he or she watches
carefully, hut doesn't intervene. It
goes against the grain for most
teachers to simply watch when they
are supposed to be responsible for
teaching. Yet in the interest of active,
experiential learning, the teacher
must sometimes watch and not act.

Of course, it also happens that
the other person is not taking the
next step forward. The teacher must
come to have sensitive intuitions
about where that next step lies and
how to nudge tte other person, how
to give the right kind of direction
and guidance. It may be a new toy for
a baby, a field trip for a group of
children, a .suggested research topic
for a graduate student.

The developmental attitude re-
quires careful attention to each indi-
vidual. While there are recurrent
patterns in development., these pat-
terns have infinite individual var-
iations, and one's application of a
general principle of development to
the. understancling of an individual
must always be done with great care.

4

II
Interpreted Experience

"Experience_is the very atintThere (t the
mind..."

--11E,MiljA.M1N

The graduate student at High/
Scope encounters educational Teal-
ity firsthand in practicum experi-
ence with children and parents and,
through seminars, gains a concep-
tual framework with which to inter-
pret and organize this experience.
Practicums and seminars are the
arena for the graduate student's
adoption of a coherent approach to
education within the context of his
or her personal beliefs and values.

The heart of teacher education
must be intopreted mperience with
children and parents. Without direct
experience, talk about teaching is
empty. Without interpretation,
teaching can become ineffectual and
unconnected with human develop-
ment.

Interpreted experience is less
efficient than words alone, and re-
spect for an individual's develop-
ment may slow a program down.
Interpreted experience is less or-
ganized by its very nature than
words alone can be, while the:stu-
dent teacher, struggling to get
through the day, feels a need to
know everything at once, But inter-
preted experience LS how a graduate
prograM can incorporate the de--,
velopmental attitude and encourage
students to achieve it. Interpreted
experience begins with where a
person is and 111Mes Oil to) the next
step in the individual pattern of de-
velopment. It is the guide in the
search for meaning and purpose in
education.

tam Schuwinhart
Graduaw Program Coordinator
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TIM MIX MOM IDUCASIMAI.
INSZASCIN 311012111111121011 is an

independent, nonprofit organization
with headquarters in Ypsilanti,

Michigan. The Foundation's prin-
cipal goal is to develop and

disseminate pactios.l alternatives
to the traditional ways of educating

-children and training teachers.
Program grants from governmental

and private souroes support the
Foundation's education and research

projects. To further its goal of edu-
cational reform, the Foundation has

developed the Cognitively Oriented
Curriculum for infancy through the

early adolesoent yaws; operates
demonstration schools for children

ages three to thirteen and a summer
workehop for teenagers; conducts

professional oonferenoes, workshops
and seminars for the training of

workers in the field of education;
carries out evaluative research on
educational programs; operatas a

graduate-level training program in
education and human development;

and produoes audio-visuel and
print materials for educators, parents

and others involved in the care and
schooling of young children.

Current financial information on
the 1-1.gh/Scope Foundation may be

obtained by writing or calling
the Administration Department
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As this issue of the ILIghtileope Mimi goes to press, we
are oelebrating the third anniversary of our move to the
MITOME1111031 NOM. & historic Ypsilanti residenOe that-
-Is now also * oenter of 44=4141=4 Mearch and develOp-
ment (see photos and story on page 28). An open house for
the community drew 1800 visitors to the Hutchinson
House in March 1978. In May more then 800 people vis-
ited the House es part of a Heritage Foundation tour of
historic residenoes. The early childhood section of the
World Aduoation Fellowship, which held its interna-
tional oonvention in Ypsilanti in 1978, also toured the fa-
cilities and learned about the Foundation's early child-
hood projects in the U.S. and abroad. An exciting and
productive academic year is in progress for the MON /
SWIM O1ADULT1 !WORM II IDUCATIOI & Ktf-
XAN DZYZLOPUIXT. Graduate Progrem coordinators
Sheila Meinwering and Larry Schweinhart report that
the students' undergraduate training and previous
teaching experience ifi international in soopefrom Dub-
lin to Haifa to Queensland, Australia and back again to
the Little Country Schoolhouse in Ypsilanti. In addition
to seminars and precticurns, students are at work on self-
initiated projects, concentrating on such topics as bilin-
gual and crose-cult, ral education, small-group activities
in preschool end the relation of language to independent
behavior. One student is doing a "Foxtire" projecttak-
ing children from High /Scope's Training & Development
Center school into the community to learn about the
culture of Ypsilanti directly from the people. Kay 2545
19711 are the dates to keep in mind for the Foundation's
annual SPILIZO GOIMULING2, which each year attracts
educators from throughout the U.S. and Canada. The en-
thusiastic response of 1978's participants was most
gratifying, and once again credit for this success goes to
department directors and staff for their expertise, pa-
tience and good humor in making accessible some highly
complex ideas. The Parent-Infant department has re-
ceived a three-year grant from the Bernard Van Leer
Foundation to bring the PAIIIVTO-PAIIIIIIT PlOGIBILK
to five communities in the U.S. Department director
Judith Evans says the grant provides for the training of
supervisory personnel and home visitors selected from
the communities being served, which will become demon-
stration sites for the procram. In the parent-to-Parent ap-
proach, some of the permits initially visited become home
visitors and trainers themselves; after a few "cyclea" of
home visiting and training, the local program is on its
owna self-sustaining community service in which
parents learn from and support each other. Communities
with ongoing parent-infant projects are invited to contact
Dr. Evans for information on how to become a dem-
onstration site in this program. I Parent-Infant and
Research Department staff are gathering data on the na-
ture of the child-development information needed by ado-
lesoent parents to rear their infants, in a project funded
by the Administration for Children, Youth & Families of
HEW. The ADOIMPONIIIT PAM= AND MAXIS UAW
31014,direeted by reset-welt associate Ann Epstein. iiton;
ducting pre- and post-natal interviews with young par-
ents and developing formative evaluation prooedures for
use by programs serving young parents. 111111011111WIT
Or I= 14010.21111X 1311402 Or 51818LY IDITOMON
'wawa on the lives of disadvantaged children is one
of High/Sckope's prinCipal contributions to educational
research and policy formation. Monographs published
by the Foundation in 1978 dOcumenting and L-iterpreting
the results to date of this longitudinal reseerch have re-
ceived international recognition end, as High/Scope
president David P. Weikart points out in his comments on
page 2, have helped to reopen the case for public pre-
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school education. Foundation researchers are continuing
to follow the lives of young people who participated in the
Perry Preschool and Curriculum Demonstration Projects

- - the early and mid-aixties. Research Department direc-
tor John Love reports that within the next five years
policy makers will have, for the first time, a comprehen-
sive body of data on the long-term impact of compensa-
tory preschool programsdata on employment, family
and conununity life and citizenship as well as scholastic
achievement. Supported by grants from the Carnegie Cor-
poration of New York and the Administration for Chil-
dren, Youth tik Families, High/Scope researchers are
analyzing data obtained through interviews, observa-
tions. teacher ratings and institutional records. Forth-
coming monographs will address such critical issues as
the long-term impact of early education on children's so-
cial adjustment, the long-term impact of home-visit pro-
grama on paeents' attitudes towards childrearing and
education (see the article beginning on page 39), and the
environmental factors apart from schooling that influ-
ence children's development. Another long-term study
being conducted by the Foundation concerns the IMPACT
OP PL 94-1411011 ZAIDICAPPID CIULDRIN AND Mill
PAMILIIII. This new five-year project is one of five such
studies funded reoently by the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped. The project director John Berrueta-
Clement reports that longitudinal case studies will exam-
ine the educational, personal, social and economic conse-
quences of federal and state law for a small number of
Michigan children and their families that are present or
former participants in the Foundation's BEH-funded
First Chance Demonstration Preschool Project. I As a
NATIONAL POLLOW TEROUGN 1101101 High/Scope
has worked with school systems since 1968 to provide a
cognitively oriented alternative to the standard elemen-
tary curriculum. In recent years much attention has
been given to the evaluation of these programs by High/
Scope researchers and consultants. Elementary Esluca-
Lion Department director Charles Hohmann reports that
these evaluation activities are being documented for a re-
search monograph to be published by the Foundation in
1979. High /Scope's efforts are adding new dimensions to
the national Follow Through project's emphasis on stan-
a,rdized measures of achievement; classroom processes
have been assessed through checklists and time-sampling
observation systems, and children's ability to express
their thoughts and feelings in writing is being studied. I
High/Scope's efforts to produce better methods for 111-
=SUNG CZILDIRM'S WRITING ASILITIII have en-
tered a new phase. With support from the Carnegie Corpo-
ration of New York, research associates Terry Bond, Bob
Matz and Lynne Tamor are building upon previous work
with the Productive Language Assessment Tasks (PLAT)
to improve current assessment methods and achieve a
more complete understanding of how children develop
competence in writing (see the article beginning on page
19). As part of a research and development plan that
spans several years, they are working with teachers and
students in local public schools, where they'll get a direct
look at how students are learning to write and how
teachers are evaluating their work. U The general pur-
pose of PROMS DIVILOPIRNSAL CONTINUITY is to
provide continuity of experience for disadvantaged chil-
dren as they progress from Head Start through the early
elementary grades. High/Scope is conducting an evalua-
tion of this national project at 12 sites across the country.
Researchers are looking at program planning and imple-
mentation, costs. outcomes and structural changes re-
sulting from the program. The final report of the Project
Developmental Continuity feasibility study is now avail-

*
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able, as are several interim reports; write or call Lynn
Spencer, Research Department. Project director Jdhn
Love announces that a two-year study of the national net-
work a NOME Mil TRAINING CRIIIIRS hasjuat been
completed. These centers, funded by the Administration
for Children, Youth ee Families, provide training to Head
Start and other child development programs that wish to
offer home-based services. High/ Scope's evaluation re-
port describes the work of the training centers and sum-
marizes data from surveys of people and programs that
have received training. Contact Lynn Spencer, Research
Department, for more information. Michigan's Project
CEDISS is studying how the products of re larch and de-
velopment in CAM= IDUCATION can be disseminated
and used, and High/Scope is providing a number of the
evaluation functions for this NIE-supported work in one
of the most rapegy expanding fields of education. Project
director Art Granville reports that the Michigan Depart-
ment of Education has funded 49 demonstration pro-
grams in career education statewide; High/Scope staff
are in contact with all of these sites, collecting informa-
tion through surveys, documenting their planning activi-
ties and assisting in the local evaluations. Case studies of
six of the programs will be produced by the Foundation.

The =PACT OP TEN MAJOR PROGRAM RVALUA-
PIONS conducted by the Foundation in recent years is ap-
praised in papers presented by High/Scope research staff
at the 1978 meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Association. The papers are available from the
Research Department as one document, titled "The Im-
pact of Evaluation: Lessons Drawn from the Evaluations
of Five Early Childhood Programs." High/Scope has
also been involved in !VALUATING INTRINATIONAL
PROGRAMS. During 1978, research associate John
Berrueta-Clement and Parent-Infant Department director
Judith Evans, in cooperation with research agencies in
Bolivia. Chile and Colombia, conducted an evaluation of
the Inter-American Children's II istitute for the Organiza-
tion of American States. The Institute, located in Montevi-
deo. Uruguay, promotes research, training and curricu-
lum development for the children of Latin America. In-
ternational Programs director David Fisk reports that the
work of the Foundation is receiving increasing attention
in LATIN AlURICA. " Las Ultimas Noticias" of Santiago,
for instance, ran a seven-page special report--"Revolu-
ton in the Preschool Classroom" -on Chilean educators'
attempts to adapt High 'Scope's Cognitively Oriented Cur-
riculum to, preschool classrooms throughout Chile. Arid
the November-December 1977 Issue of "Edur -scion Hoy,"
a professional journal published in Bogota, contained a
translation of an article by David Weikart and Larry
Schweinhart on the longitudinal findings of the Perry
Preschool project, which orginally appeared in the High/
Scope lulistin. Reprints of these Spanish-language publi-
cations are available from the Foundation, contact Nancy
Brussolo, Administration. Another publication of sig-
nificance coming out of High/Scope's Latin American ef-
forts is a report on PRISCNOOL RDUCATION AND PUS-
LIC POLICY IN LATIN ARIRRICA. The report summarizes
the results of a survey of early childhood programs in the
Andean region; available in English and Spanish, it was
prepared by staff member Robert Halpern in collabora-
tion with private sector agencies in Bolivia. Chile and Co-
lombia, under a USAID grant. Three Spanish-language
companion volutnes document the status of preschool
education in each of these countries. For copies of the
survey report or ordering.information on the companion
volumes, contact our International Programs office.
The Venezuelan Fundación del Nina. a national child-
welfare agency, has completed an evaluation of its DAY
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CAM 11,010111 PROGILIM with High/Scope technical as-
sistance and partial support from UNICEF. Through a se-
ries of workshops in Caracas and Ypsilanti over a nine-
month period, High/Soope staff supported a team from

-the Fundaciem in designing and implementing what is
probably the most penetrating and comprehensive study
cf its kind in Latin America. The work of the evaluation
team included interviews with over 1000 day care moth-
ers, an ethnographic study of 15 day care homes and 15
other care settings in the "barrios" of Caracas as well as a
study of program costs. A final report was submitted to
the FundacOn's Board of Directors, chaired by Vene-
zuela's First Lady. Back in the U.S., the number of ore-
school centers practicing cognitively oriented education
continues io grow, reports Preschool Education Depart-
ment director Michael Hanes. 'Each new site becomes part
of a IMPLICATION NITITOZX that supports curriculum
development and dissemination activities. Staff con-
sultants are now implementing the recently developed
bilingual curriculum with the Eastmont Center I Head
Start program in Montebello, California, the Guadalupe
Head Start program in Milwaukee and the UrcKinstry and
Webster Head Start programs in Detroitunder a con-
tract from the Adminietration for Children, Youth &
Families. Selected preschnol special-education programs
in Rhode Island and Michigan arg recalving training in
High/Scope's Cognitively Oriented Curriculum under a
grant from the Bureau of Educatior for the Handicapped.
Consultants are also working with the public school
systems of Milwaukee and Richmond, Virginia and with
the New Jersey Department of Education. Preschool ad-
ministrators are invited to contact the Preschool Educa-
tion Department for information on the specific type of
assistance that can be arranged for their programs.
And from our director of Planning & Develoommt, 'Ber-
nard Benet, OCIT1613 this word about two joint ventures:
"The U.S. Office of Education has funded a, one-year
JOINT MOD= STUDY PROJICT to be undertaken by
High/Scope and the Behavior Analycis Follow Trnsugh
group at the University of Kansas. The project WV' %-

amine the feasibiliry of a hybrid educational appro.& .1

ing elements from the Behavior Analysis mode
High /Scope's Cognitivsly Oriented Elementary
riculum. The Behavior Analysis model emph..:4k-cs
management of reward contingencies for completion of
sequenced basic-skills learning activities. Can such an
approach be combined in a productive way with
High/Seope's emphasis on child initiation, curriculum
breadth and skill application? Both groups :eel that the
potential of such a hybrid is well worth exploring. Our Of-

' f ice of Planning & Development is also working with In-
teract Electronics of Ann. Arbor to develop a series of
LANGUAGI ARTS LIMNING ACTITITINS for Interact's
home computer, the Interact One. The activities will in-
clude games and tutorials displayed through a home
television set. The consumer-priced computer will be able
to read stories to young children from an audio tape at the
Sarni time the written words of the story are displayed on ,

the screen. The Interact system will also enable children
to Write and store written products, with the TV screen
used as an electronic notebook. The series of activities
will illustrate the potential of home computers to support
four elements of a good language arts program: access to
interesting reading material, opportunities to write one's
own oompositions,-sequanoed practice of skills and moti-
vation through games to practice and apply skills," (See
the article becnning on page 33.)
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HIGH/SCOPE
ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Ann Arbor. Michigan's Cunpus
inn will be the site of the Foust-
datiim's Swing Conference on
May 23-25, 1979. This threc-d4
series of workshops and semi-
nars on Iligh/Scope's Cogni-
tively Oriented Curriculum an-
nually attracts participants from.

'throughout the United States
and Canada. Contact the Foun-
dations Administration Depart-
ment fiir a conference brochure
and registration information.

a

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS

The audira-visual materials pro-
duced and distributed by
Ingh/Scope for training in
parent-infant, preschool and
e k.mentary educaton are used
by university and community
college cLiShes, state depart-
ments of education, Head Stan
and day care centers, insenice
pmgrams for elementary and
preschool teachers, private con-
sulunts, high-school classes in
chik1 development, hospitals
and lthranes, among others.
Write to the Administration De-
panment for a catalog describ
ing fligh/Spe films. filmstrips
and xidei gapes. or to request the
free loan of the introductory
filmstrip about the Foundation,
Who We Are. ,.Wbal We Do.

SUMMER WW9LSHOP
POR TEENAGERS

Since 1943, High/Scope has op-
erated an eight-week summer
workshop for talented and
gifted teenagers from through-
out the United States and
abroad. The workshop focuses
on enahling these young people
to use their talents i n the arts and
sdences actively and creatively.
Through such program units
as daily instructions. wvek-hing
clubs. work protects. nightly
evening pn %rams, speciai-
interest workshops and pack
trips. panidpants advance their
capacity to &ink through an idea
and ad on it. The wiirkshop
ereAt's a eonmiunity which re-
lics on each individual's cim-
trihution and his or her open-
nem to the whole group. .

Teachers and parents rep( irt that
the outdate of a Summer based
on this philixsophy is young
men and women better able to
inihre activities on their own.
mi./Tr willing to ask questions
about how and why things are as
they are and mOre open to work-
ing collaboratively. Schools
and national organizaiions in
the..U.S., Hawaii, England.
Norway, Germany, Austria. -

Peru. Chile and
Australia regularly select
young people for the High/
Scope Suhuner Workshop,
held ereh year at High/Scope
Camp. Clintim, Michigan.
Families from througlwut the
country isuerested in the pro--
grant may enroll their young-
sters by direct application.

1111111111MINIIIIM

WORKSHOP ON
ADOLESCENT
NONFORMAL EDUCATION

Date: August 12-15. 19N
Place: High/Scope Camp.

Chntim, Michigan
For: Educators and parents of

ad4i-leseents

Participants will evil ire educa,
don for adolescents in xi...vs
ill the special needs of the tal
emed and gifted and the social.
develir men( issues that play
such an important pan in the
lives of teenagers. The expertise
il.the High/Sove Sumnwr

irkshi ip tOr leemiagers sun
will be lin night to hear tin such
tiipics as insirUctiim in music.
drama. science and writing: the
uses and value of work for
teenagers: and task-sen ing and
problem-solving in small
go nips.

111111MIIMMIIII
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SOTOLAISHO FUND

The High /Scive Board of Direc-
tors has authorized a scholar-
ship fund to aid spedalh .
seleced students attending the
various High/Scope educational
programs as well as adults
partidpating in the graduate
prbglam. Contributions are
accepted from individuals both
inside and outside the Foun-
dation. Contributors have the
option of selecting where
their contributions will go: the
High/Seope preschool, ekmen-
,tary school, summer workshop
for teenagers, or graduate pro-
gram. Contributions for restora-
tion of the Hutchinson House,
the Foundation's headquarters,
.are also welcome. All contribu-
tions are tax deductible.

11111111111111111111111.

GRADUATE PROGRAM

TUE IUGH/PCOPE GRADUATE
PROGRAM IN EDUCATION &
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. If you
hold a hatirelor's degree in any
disdpline and are interested
in career possibilities in innova-
tive education, this nine-month
graduate program utilizing a
seminar and practicum ap-
proach for advanced training
may he what you're looking for.
As a High/Scope graduate stu-
dent, you will

Learn to apply develop-
mental theory while teaching In
our demonstration cl.mrooms.

Work individually in an
informalsetting with staff from
our parent-infant, preschool
and elementary education
depanments.

learn methods o`'
issroom observathin and

Lvaluation.
There are MA degree

possibilities with cooperating
institutions. Send for catalog
and application form for the
academic year beginning
September 1979.
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SUMMER GRADUATE
PROGRAM

High/Scope is offering a five-
weel: graduaw-kvel program
for teachers, beginningJune
25. 1979. Enrollment is open
to' qualified persons with a
bachelor's degree in any disci-
plink! and at least one year of
teaching experience. The inten-
sive course of study centers on
the theory and practice of a dc .
velopmental approach to early
childhood education.
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TEACHER & TRAINER
INSMIJTES
The Iligh/Scope Preschool
Educatitin Department will hold
TEACHEI INSTITUTES FOR
EARLY CHILDHoOD
EDUCATORS on the following
dates: March 26-30, 1979 and
August 20-24, 1979.

Five days of intensive training
at the FouncLition's Presditail
Demonstration Center in
YpsiLanh. Michigan. Classroom
ollservation and teaching, work-
shops on the Cognitively Oil-
clued Curriculum, discussion of
issues raised by participams.

Enrollment limited co,10
panidpants per session.

A TRAINER INSTITUTE for cur-
riculum specialists, supervisors
and trainers in early childhood
and special edueatii in will be
held April 23-27, 1979.

Learn to conduct workshops
and inservice training, provide
feedback to tv-achers hased

>In observation and
jrt imiXe parental involvement

Enrollment limited to 10
participants.


